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To  Our  Alumni
In  recognition  of  the  fact  that  their  valuable
contributions to forestry and the nation have been
builded upon a spirit of service, a love of life and
a heedlessness of monetary gain, that are a sound
basis for ethical and technical  success,  deserving
of recognition.   May we be guided by such an ex-
ample.
THE   AMES   FORESTER
IN  MEMORIAM
Frank Kincaid died at the College Hospital Jan-
uary  8,  1926,  of  spinal  meningitis.    We  wish  to
give  honor  to  the  memory  of  one  who had  been
with us for a short time only, but who left many
friends.
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Reforestation Work Under Clark-
McNary Act in Iowa
By  G.  B. MacDonald
During the past few months Iowa has been notified ttiat
two thousand dollars will be allotted to the state for cooper-
ative work in connection with tree planting and reforestation
work.
For a number of years Iowa State College, through the
Forestry Department and the Forestry  Section  of the  Ex-
periment  station,  has  been maintaining a nursery  for the
production of forest tree stock suitable for experimental and
demonstration  planting  areas  over  the  state.    Already  a
number  of  plantations  have  been  established  in  different
parts of Iowa, but this work has been carried On Only in a
small  way,  due  to  the  lack  of  suitable  tree  stock  for  the
planting  operations.    The  two  thousand  dollar  fund  which
is coming to Iowa from federal sources will assist very mate-
rially in getting some real refor,estation work started in the
state.    The  details  of  plans  for the  handling  of  the  fund
have not yet been worked out.   It is quite probable, however,
that  thle  money  will  be  used  for  growing  tree  stock  to  be
used for strictly reforestation projects.    The State of Iowa
has hundreds of thousands of acres of land which should be
re-planted  to  timber.    Some  of  this  land  is  ouned  by  the
State, but most of it is in private hands.
It is hoped that, as more funds become available under
thle  Clark-McNary  Aot,  larger  allotments  might  be  made
to Iowa for reforestation work.   Even though Iowa is classed
as an agricultural state, there is hardly a farm within her
boundaries  which  does  not  have  some  waste  land  which
might well be used for reforestation work.   If all of the idle
acres  in  Iowa  were  planted  to  timber,  the  revenue  to  the
State would be greatly increased.   There are many parts of
Iowa also, in which planted timber would  serve very nicely
for recreational areas.   This use would not interfere with the
main purpose of planting,  which  would be for timber pro-
duction.
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Iowa's Extension ForestryField Program
By  I.  T.  Bode,  Extension  Forester
Having filled numberless pages in previous issues of this
august publication, it seems no more than  courteous to in-
form you that you need read no  farther than the heading
and the first paragraph of this article, unless, of coursle, you
want to be sur`e to get your moneyJs worth out of your sub-
scription.    Then,  to be  sure,  you  can't afford to miss what
follows herein.
Because  in  several  previous  issues  of  the  Amles  For-
ester  a  good  deal  has  been  said  about  what  would  be  at-
tempted by way of Forestry Extension in Iowa,  it will no
doubt interest readers now to gain some knowledge of what
has actually been accomplished and what is planned for the
future.
Here is a birds-eye view of last year's work:
Demonstrations held:                                    Number    Counties
Wood Preservation                                             7                 4
Planting   _____.                                              .         _      .______.________._31                              9
Forestry  Service  Contacts  (where  some  miscellaneous
advice was given or problems talked over thru meet-
ings,  schools,  interviews,  etc.)                                             2749
Separate  CCounties in  which  some type of  continuous
Forestry Extension is  under way
People Reached:
Demonstrations                                                                1185
BoysJ  and  Girls'  Camp  Schools  (40  meetings)____1434
298 Interviews,  102 Falm and Home Visits,  103
Meetings and Conferences                                       1315
41
Total     ______________________________________________________________________3934
First  class  letters   sent  out  __________________._____________._________________
Publicity articles prepared
(A large part of the publicity this year handled by in-
terview  with  reporters  for  Better  Iowa  and  in  the
counties.)
Circular letters sent out:
Club work
American Forestry Week
Miscellaneous
Total                                                                                  1833
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Copies of Information Circulars Sent Out:
Junior   projects    _________________________________._______.                                                          200
American  Forestry Week                                                       4500
The following diagram gives an idea of progress of ac-
tivities during the past few years:
The work summarized above has taught much.    In the
beginning  there  was  practically  no  precedent  to  follow  in
Forestry  Extension  work,  for  Iowa  has  been  one  of  the
pioneers in this field.   Endeavors to date have brought some
definite  conclusions  and  have mapped out  rather distinctly
where major  effort is  to  be  placed,  for the near  future  at
]east®
It hs been deemed advisable to include all Forestry work
under one project instead  of under three as has been  done
heretofore.    The  various  phases  of  work will  be  conducted
as usual, but merely as phasles rather than as separate pro-
jlects.    It is believed  that this  will tend to  unify the think-
ing of people as regards Forestry.
Major effort next year will be placed on Shelterbelt and
Woodlot  Planting,  and  the  development  of  forestry  pro-
gram.s with the juniors.   The need for wcodlot management
is real and is not to be  side-tralcked, but conditions point to
the advisability of laying more  complete plans  and  gather-
ing  additional  data  before  the  best  constructive  work  can
be done along this line.
Following is  the  Forestry  Extension  project  as  it  has
been written for 1926-27 :
PROJECT:  F-1  FORESTRY  (Planting,  Preservation,  Ser-
vice)   (1925-26)
OBJECT:
a.    To demonstrate methods of renewing wood supplies
and protective tree plantings.
b.    Better utilization  of the  rapidly diminishing wood
supply.
c.    To   give   assistance   with   miscellaneous   forestry
problem.
PLAN OF WORK:
Methods-Forlestry work will be carried on under three
phases :
a.    Tree Planting  (Plant.)
b.    Preservative Treatment of Posts and Timbers
(Pres.)
c.  Forestry Service  (Ser.)
Any phase may be chosen independently.    Re-
quests  for  forestry  work  should  be  indicated
thus:  Forestry  (Plant.),  Forestry  (Pres.),  or
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Forestry  (Ser.).    After the  pinase  of work is
choslen,  specific  details  for  carrying  it on  will
be obtained from the Forestry Extension Ser-
vice.
Forestry  (Plant.)-(planting of woodlots  and  shelter-
belts)
a.    Time required: The large-amount of plan work
makes  it essential  that  preliminary work  get
under  way  during  October  and  November  of
the fall preceding' establishment of the demon-
strations.
One  or  two  days  in  October  or  November  tc
make preliminary surveys and plans.
One  week  in  the  spring  for  establishment  ot
demonstrations.
One or two days in the fall of each year for five
years for inspection work and holding of meet-
ings to study results.
b.    Months  for work:  Preliminary  surveys,  Octo-
ben, November and December. Demonstrations,
April.   Inspection and follow-up meetings, Sep-
tember and October.
a.    specialist time:  one  or two  days  for surveys.
Three to five days for establishment of demon-
strations.    One or two days in th,e fall of sue-
ceeding year-s for inspection and follow-up.
a.    Number of meetings:  A survey trip to the co-
operators'  farms  after  chosen.    Three  to  five
training meetings at establishment of trainingL
demonstrations.   Meetings at these demonstra-
tions in the fall of following years to study re-
sults.
e.     Cooperation:
1.  Experimental basis.
The  forestry  section  of  the  Iowa  Agricu1-
tural  Experiment  Station  will  establish  a
limited number of experimental shelterbelts
and woodlots.   In these Experiment Station
reserves  the  right to make the planting or`
part of it, experimental.   If accepted on this
basis, trees are fumished by the Experiment
Station,   the   cooperator   paying   costs   of
transportation and packing of stock and fur-
nishing labor for planting.
2.  Demonstration  Basis.
If  not  accepted  on  Experimental  basis  the
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cooperator secures his own trees, the Exten-
sion service drawing up the plans and fur-
nishing planting supervision  under regular
arrangements  for  demonstration  work  in
the counties.
I.    Essential  steps:   After  approval  at  program
meeting,  send out request for applications for
demonstration  locations.    Select  final  cooper-
ators, one for each township.   Arrange for field
trip by specialist to make surveys for plantings.
sellect three to five demonstrations as training
demonstrations.   See that plans and orders for
necessary trees are properly arranged for eith-
er thru  private nurseries or thru the Experi-
ment  Station.    Arrange  definite  week  for  es-
tablishing the demonstrations and notify  spe-
cialist.    Arrange  for  inspection  of  plantings
and replacement of stock where failures occur
during the succeeding years until a full  stand
is growing.
g.    Goals: To establish a demonstration tree plant-
ing in each tounship of the county.   To follow-
up   these   demonstrations   for  five   years,   by
which time they should be well established.
woodlot  planting  Demonstration  on  a  Water  Reservoir  in  Decatur
County.
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Forestry (Pres.)-(Preservative treatment ofposts and
timbers)
a.    Time  for  demonstrations:     Four  days  for  a
series of four demonstrations.  See  detailed  in-
structions for arranging.
b.    Months  for work:    Any month ,except March
15 to  June  1.
a.    Specialist  time:  Four  days  during  holding  of
demonstrations.    If desirable one  or two days
in advance of the demonstration `to set up work.
One  or  two  days  each  year  for  five  years  to
keep a check on the demonstration plants and
to hold follow-up meetings.
d.    Number of  meetings:  A  set-up  meeting  after
cooperators  are  chosen.    A  meeting  at  each
demlonstration  when  held.    A  follow-up  meet-
ing about one year after the  first  demonstra-
tion and meetings in  succeeding years.
e.    Equipment:    30 to  50  seasoned posts,  a treat-
ing tank,  3 to  5 barrels of creosote oil.  Equip-
ment  for  special  types  of  wood  preservation
work varies.
Farmers   ln  Louisa  County   Studying   Farm   Methods   for   Creosoting
Fence  Posts.
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I.    Essential steps: Present project at regular pro-
gram meeting.    Select project leader to assist
county agent in putting on work.    Notify ,spe-
cialist  of  acceptance  of  project  and  time  for
conducting  work.    Get  from  specialist  details
for  carrying  on  project.    Send  out  notice  to
those interested in cooperating and select four
cooperators in four different parts of the coun-
ty.   Notify each of preparation necessary, and
slend  cooperators'  names  to  specialist.    check
up one month ahead of demonstrations to make
sure  all  preparations  are mad,e.    Give  demon-
strations publicity.
g.    Goals:    Establish  four  demonstration  post or
wood  treating  operations  in  the  county.
Get a r-ecord from each cooperator of the cost
of carrying on his work at his plant.
Hold  one  meeting  each  year  for five  years  at
leach of the  demonstration plants  to  study re-
sults.
Forestry (Ser.)-(Assistance in Miscellaneous Forestry
Problems.    Wcodlot Management)
Scope :
1.    Consultations  in  tree work  and  care  of wood-
lots   (thinning  woodlots,  removal  of  woodlot
crops, res,eneration of woodlots.)
2.    Plans for Shelterbelts.
3.    Meetings on  wood preservation, woodlot work,
tree planting and general forestry subjects.
4.    Assistance to boys and girls thru clubs, camps
and leadersJ training schools.
A Country Forestry Week
a.    Time for work:  Enough work to be lined up to oc-
cupy four or five days.
b.    Months for work: Junle, July, November, December,
January, February.
c.    Specialist time:  Four or five days.
a.    Number  of  meetings:  Depends  upon  the  type  of
pr'ogram decided upon.
e.    Essential steps: Decide on a Forestry Week for the
county at program meeting. Notify people of county
of  service available.    Notify  specialist of week  se-
1ected.    List  applications  coming in  for assistance
and arrange enough work for a full week on farm.
and home visits and demonstrations.    (See detailed
plans  for  such  a program.)     Notify  specialist  one
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month  ahead as to  type of program to be carried
out.   Give program all publicity possible.
In arranging program of work emphasis should be
placed  upon  woodlot  management  and  plans  for
planting woodlots and shelterbelts.
Other miscellaneous Forestry problems will be tak-
en care of under this phase of the Forestry project,
under plans especially aITanged. This would include
work with Boys' and GirlsJ Camps, Boy Scouts, and
other activities.
Details of plan of work give a rather complete  survey
of what Iowa will attempt in her Forestry Extension Pro-
grram and how she will attempt to carry it out.
SUGGESTIVE PLAN OF WORK-1925-26
PROJECT-FORESTRY
I.    FACTORS  DETERMINING  SELECTION  OF  WORK
FOR COMING YEAR :
a.    The growing importance of wood crops.    Rapidly
diminishing  supply  of  wood.    Large  amount  of
wood used in Iowa's farming industry-posts and
rough construction.
b.    Success  of  two  trial,  county-wide,  tree  planting
programs.   Rapid disappearance of old protective
plantings.
c.    Recognition of importance of inculcating in boys
and girls an appreciation of tree growth because
of long timle necessary to grow trees.
d.    Decision to concentrate on planting program  and
boys'  and  girls'  work  as  linked  to  this  program
directly.
e.    Decision to include boys' and girls' camp work be-
cause of especial relation of forestry to all outdoor
work and recreation and necessity of having users
of the  out-of-doors  know  the  woods  and  how  to
take calfe Of them.
I.    Decision that it is unwise to eliminate all service
work because there are perhaps no two woodlots.
in the State that could be handled the same, and
with th,e extremely limited amount of lmowledge
along this line it is almost necessary to get some
of these woodlots under management or ready for
management before much in the way of general
principles  or  d,emonstration  work  can  be  carried
On.
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II.    PHASES OF PROJECTTO BE UNDERTAKEN:    (See
Forestry Project)
Ill.    GOALS FOR THE YEAR:
Tree Planting:  Establishment of a demonstration
tree  planting  in  each  township  of  two  new  counties.
Because most of  these  are undertaken  in  coopleration
with the Forestry Experiment Station, and because the
Station's stock is so depleted by the unexpected growth
of this phase of the work, it may be necessary to post-
pone actual planting operations until a year later. Btlt
plans  will  be  made  and  if possible  the  delay  bridged
over by linking up the work with the Junior project.
It will be the aim to  start each  county-wide planting
program as a club project, which will provide trees for
the final county project.
Wood Preservation:  To establish four post treat-
ing operations in at lleast three counties and have one
or  two  counties  put  on  campaigrlS  for  treatment  of
bams against powder-post beetle damage  and  have a
third county conduct a second series of follow-up meet-
ings on this  same work.
Forestry Service:   To carry on a County Forestry
Week  in  at  least  two  count;ies.    Hlere  the  object  will
be to  create enough interest to locate definite demon-
stration work as follow-up.
To conduct three or more forestry schools for Boy
Scout Masters at their summer camps.
To  conduct  forestry  schools  in  eight  Boys'  and
GirlsJ camps.
To organize and start in two counties a boys' for-
estry club program.   The background for this work is
to be a general study of forestry, covering twelve leg-
sons and twelv,e monthly meetings, and is to be built
around the planting of young trees leading up to es-
tablishment of the county's tree planting program.
IV.    SUGGESTED  PROCEDURE:
For All Phases:   Because of the newness of for-
estry work in the extension program, a series of meet-1ngS With  district COunty agent leaders to familiarize
them  with  the  work  being done  under the  Forestry
Project,  and  enlist their aid  in  putting forth  special
effort to  get  this  work  presented  at  regular  county
program meetings.
Pick  out those particular  counties  which  should
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put on certain parts of the work and go over these with
district  leader-S.
The Forestry project is to be an outlinle of work,
full enough to give those making up programs an idea
of the type of work available, but not a complete  set
of  instructions  for  conducting  work.    These instruc=
tions will be issued separately and sent to counties as
soon as they have accepted any phase of work.    The
project and detalied instructions will be placed in the
hands of district agents so they can be prepared to an--
swer inquiries at the time work is being considered at
program meetings.
These program meetings will be followed up by a
letter from the spec`lalist, reviewing the work proposed
for the county, and including detailed instructions.
The county is to select a leader for each phase of
work undertaken, who will work with the county agent
in  lining  up  work  and  in  setting  up  and  conducting-
demonstrations.
For Tree Planting:   Details for organizing work,
receiving  applications,  and  selecting  cooperators  will
be issued in sbecific instructions.
Demonstration work will be conducted on training
demonstration  basis,  where  three to  five  demonstra-
tions are selected as training demonstrations and other
cooperators are requested to attend these and then re-
tum and establish their olm plantings as demonstra-
tions for their communities.
There is to be a check-up day in the fall, to record
failures,  study results,  and arrange for replacements
the following spring.    Such a check-up is to be made`
each year for at least five years.
After  demonstrations  are  well  established  each
will be posted as to method of establishment, coopera-
tion, etc.
For Wood Preservation:   A period of two days is
to be allowed for each demonstration, but two demon-
strations  can  be  arranged  for two  days  (see  project
plan) .  This permilts of having on hand for demonstra-
lions, material treated by demonstration plant at the~
time.
A set-up meeting is to be held at least one month
in advance of demonstrations, with or without special-
ist help, to advise cooperators of material necessary to
obtain, plans to make and procedure to be carried out.
At the time of demonstration one run of posts  (20,
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to 30)  will be weighed before and after treatment to
determine  exact  costs  and  absorption  and  these  will
be marked with permanent tags and their location re-
corded  when  set  and  they  will  be  used  for  study  at
follow-up meetings.   A copy of this record is to be kept
by the specialist and county agent.
Cooperator is to keep a record of costs of treating
posts for one ylear or longer.
Additional  demonstration work in  county will be
handled by county agent,  county leader and these co-
operators.
For Forestry Service:  (The County Forestry Week)
The people in the county are to receive word thrm
newspapers and notices of type of work available dur-
ing this week.
A  summary  of  requests  for  assistance  is  to  be
made by the leader or the county agent and submitted
to specialist at least a month in advance of holding of
forestry  week,  and  in  cooperation  with  the  county
agent  and  count  yleader  the  final  itinerary  is  to  be
made  up.    This  should include  at least five  consulta-
tions per day.
After  consultations  each  one  given  assistance  is
to report on how far suggestlOnS have been Carried Out,
and their opinion of the work.
After enough years have elapsed to show results
of improved practices, a series of demonstration meet-
ings  is  to  be  arranged  to  study  results  and  promote
wider adoption of practices.
(Club Program)
The  outlining,  organizing  and  promotion  of  this
phase will be undertaken in  cooperation with regular
club leaders of Extension Service and the State.
Being built around the ultimate establishment of
county-wide  tree  planting  programs,  those  counties
will be selected first in which it is propos,ed to put on
the above program.
There is to be a Forestry Club leader selected for
those  counties,  who  should  be  preferably  one  of  the
cooperators in the final planting program.
The work  will  provide  for a  series  of twelve les-
sons  in  forestry,  one  for  each  month,  and  meetings
will be out-of-doors wh,enever weather permrits.    Most
of the work will  be conducted  as practical field  exer_
cises.  It may be necessary for a year or two for the
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specialist to attend many of these meetings personally
because of lack of knowledge of the work on the part
of local people.    VTherever possible,  this work will be
given in a series of schools to leaders.
There  will  be  three  or  more  contests  conducted
during  the  year:  one  tree  identification  contest,  one
contest to locate largest or th,e most historical tree in
the county or similar object, one to locate the best par-
ent nut trees in the county.
The  final  contest  and  goal  will  be  the  successful
raising and disposal of a crop of young nursery trees
to  cooperators  who  are  to  establish  the  county-wide
demonstration tree planting program.
(J-unior  Camp  Work)
This work will be conducted as a Forestry School
consisting of four lessons and to be given in two days
time.
Lessons  will  teach  care of woods  and  thte outrof-
doors when used as a recreation ground, proper care of
camp  fires  to prevent forest burning,  appreciation  of
economic and  other values of woodlands,  adaptability
of woods to various uses, edible tree fruits, identifica-
tion  of  a  few  of  the  important  trees  in  the  native
woods.
VThlere members of the organizations come to the
camps such as in Boy Scout camps, the school will be
conducted  as  a  leaders'  training  school  at  the  time
these leaders have their camp, and they in turn will be
required  to  carry  on  a  similar  school  in  the  camps
when they are in charge.
V.    DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY:
Specialist Will:   Prepare detailed plans, cooperate with
district agents in presenting work to  county program
meetings,  prepare  report  forms  and  fumish  general
publicity material, conduct demonstrations as provided
for,   conduct   forestry   schools   and   leaders'   training
schools, carry on inspection work whelfe this COnStituteS
a part of follow-up, summarize and analyze results, as-
sist in  planning  future  procedure,  make  planting  sup-
veys,  and  plans,  carry  on  cooperative  arrangements
with Experiment Station where they furnish stock for
d,emonstration programs.
County Agent Will: Assist district agents in presenting
work at the program meetings, assist county leaders in
lining up thle work and making necessary arrangements
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for   carrying   on   demonstrations,   assist   in   planning
dates,  tours  and  with  supervision  of  demonstrations,
check up  on plfeParatiOn  for demonstrations,  keep  SPe-
cialist informed of developments, carry on publicity pro-
gram,   conduct   additional   demonstrations   and   train
leaders.
County Leaders Will:    Work with  county agent to de-
velop programs,  dates  for meetings,  tours  and demon-
strations,  assist with  demonstrations  so  as  to  be  abl,e
to carry work to others, enlist interest of others, assist
with  publicity,  gather  reports,  assist  in  carrying  out
rollow-up.
Other Agencies:   District Extension Agents will Tamil-
iarize  themselves  with  the  folfeStry  Project  and  assist
in presenting plans and formulating programls and help
in gathering reperts.
The State Club Leaders will assist in formulating
and carrying on the club program.
The Experiment Station will cooperate as former-
ly in fumishing a limited number of trees, under regu-
lap agreement, for demonstration plantings and for the
junior work.
VI.    LITERATURE AND ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL :
Available  Material:    Extension  Service  bulletins
covering   planting,   wood   preservation   and   woodlot
management.    Detailed plans  covering phases  of for-
estry project.   Report forms as used in previous years
with somle revisions.   Photographs of previous demon-
stration work.   Publicity material.   Govemment bulle-
tins.
To Be Prepared:   Mimeographed or printed book-
let  on  common  treles  of  Iowa,  leaflet  on  powder-post
beetle,  information  on nut trlees  for Iowa,  scorecards
for  contests,  lessons  for  club  and  camp  school  pro-
grams.
VII.    MEASURING RESULTS :
(1)  Units of Direct Measurement:    Number of
new tree plantings started in county, number of trees
planted in demonstrations, number of treating plants
put into operation, number of posts treated, saving in
use of more durable posts in fence building and repair,
value of bams  saved by treatment against powder-
post beetle, number of boys and girls able to identify
at least 10 native trees, number of "unusual-interest'»
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trees  found,  number  of  superior  varieties  of  native
nuts  discovered,  number  of trees  raised by boys  for
county planting program, number of woodlots placed
under  management,  money  retums  resulting  from
recommended practices adopted.
(2)   General Measurement:  Reports of nursery-
men  and  societies  as  to  increased  interest  in  tree
planting.   Reports from lumber dealers as to increase
or decrease in number of more durable posts sold for
fencing.    Number of requests for assistance  sent to
Extension  Service.
Methods of Securing Results.I Report card forms
to  cooperators,  leaders  and  county  agents.    County
surveys.    Reports  of district  extension leaders.    Re-
sults of contests.
When this plan of work for 1925-26 is approved by the
director of lextension and accepted by the Department of Ag-
riculture, it becomes a part of the Forestry Project under
the Smith-Lever Act, which has been heretofore approved.
And this is Forestry Extension in Iowa
PLANTED  GROVE  OF  WHITE  PINE  IN  IOWA
Trees  between  35  and  40  years  old.    White  pine  produces  lumber  of
high  value  and  is  well  adapted  to  Iowa  planting.
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The Iowa  State  Fish  and  Game  Dep't.
By F. E. Boeckh
One of the greatest factors for the conservation of wild
life  in  our  state  is  the  State  Fish  and  Game  Department.
Not only is the departhlent Vitally interested in conserving
the wild  life  of the land,  air and water but it is  restoring
many of the species that are in danger of becoming extinct.
The department is in charge of Mr. W. E. Albert, state
game warden, who has four assistants and forty deputy war-
dens, covering the entire state.   It is directly under the con-
trol  of  the  executive  council,  composed  of  the  Governor,
State Auditor, State Treasurer and State Secrletary of Agri-
culture.
The  work  of the  department is  varied  and has  many
important phases.    It has the distinction of being the only
state department that is wholly self supporting; that is, all
the  expenses  are met from  the  revenue received  frorm the
sale  of hunting  and  fishing  licenses  and the  various  other
licenses  and  permits  and  from  the  sale of rough fish from
the inland streams and lakes.    Besides all this, many thou-
sands of dollars are tumed over annually to the school fund
as all fines imposed on people convicted of violating the fish
and game laws go to this fund.
Aside from th,e enforcement of the fish and game laws,
the  department is  interested  in  thle  restocking of  fish  and
game.   Iowa has never been a great game state, but is won-
derfully giftd wtih streams and lakes, where fish find a home
well suited for their IfequirementS.    For the purpose o£ re-
stocking  these  waters  therle  arle  two  pike  hatcheries,  one
trout hatchery, and two rescue stations and for the restock-
ing of pheasants and quail there is one game farm.
The pike are hatched at Spirit Lake and Clear Lake in
the  early  spring and  distributed  from there,  the majority
going in these lakes, where now the wall eyed pike are very
numerous.    Each year there alfe some 60,000,000 wall eyed
pike fry hatched and distributed from these two hatcheries.
The  trout  are  now hatched  at  Lansing  and  another  trout
hatchery is being built at the DevilJs Back Bone Park near
Strawberry Point.   The northeastem part of the state, with
its rugged country, fumishes fast flowing streams ideal for
trout, and yearly some 500,000 rainbow, brook and lake trout
are  distributed  from  thte  Lansing hatchery  and  this num-
ber  will  be more  than  doubled  when  the  new  hatchery  is
completed.
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VThile these  are  thle  only  species of game fish  hatched
now, a bass hatchery is lbeing contemplated and will no doubt
be built in the very near future.    The othler game fish that
are distributed are rescued from the land locked sloughs of
the Mississippi River.    Every year, in the spring, the water
overflows the bottom lands along the main channel and the
fish spavIl in the Shallow POndS that are thus made.    Vthen
the water recedes sufficiently these ponds become land locked
and if the fish  are not  IfeSCued from the POndS  and bayous
they would be eaten by birds and animals or frozen during
the winter.    There are millions of small game fish rescued
each year by rescue cr,ews working out of Sabula and Lans-
ing.    A  small part of the  fish  are  brought into  the  rescue
stations  for  distribution  and  the  rest  are  liberated  in  the
main channel of thle river.
About 700,000 fingerling fish are distributed from these
stations  each  year,  consisting  of black bass,  sunfish,  blue-
gills, crappies, perch, catfish and pickere1.    The state has a
specially designed car, which is hauled on passenger trains
for this distribution work, capable of carrying 50,000 finger-
ling fish or 15,000 adult fish.    Trucks are also used as well
as messengers with twenty cream cans filled with little fish,
which are shipped as baggage.
This work of restocking the inland  streams  and lakes
has been carried on for a number of years until now almost
every stream  and lake which fumishes  a good habitat for
Rescue  crew  at  work  in  a  shallow  pond.
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fish has been stocked and affords good fishing for the sports-
m.en of the state.
The game farml hatches quail, pheasants and ducks for
distribution all over the state and the work has been so sue-
cessfully carried on that these birds are again quite numer-
ous on our prairies and wooded lands.
The sources of rlevenue are from the sale of hunting and
fishing licenses, gamle breedelrs' permits, clammers' licenses,
fish  deallers' permits,  commercial fishing tackle licenses  and
thte  sale of  rough  fish  from  the  inland  lakes  and  streams.
Rough  fish,  such  as  carp,  buffalo  and  sheephead,  are  unde-
sirable because of the  destruction they do to the  spawn of
the  gamle  fish  and  the  feed  which  they  eat that  the game
fish  need.    Each  year  the  department  allows  commercial
fishermen to seine out these rough fish from the inland wa-
ters where they are too numerous and the department gets
20  percent  of  the  gross  receipts.     In  the  year  1924  the
state's  share  amounted  to  $11,038.22.    The  same  year  the
fishing and hunting license sale amounted to $124,320.00 for
resident licenses and $2,790.00 for non-resident licenses and
this  will  steadily  increase  as  sportsmen  are  increasing  in
numbers each year.
lhThHe  the  department  does  not  lose  sight  of  the  fact
that its chi-ef purpose is to enforce the fish and game laws
as  tenacted  by  the  Iowa  Assembly,  it  is  doing  everything
Trout hatchery  and  rescue  station at Lansing.    Fish  car  and  trucks  for
distribution  in  foreground.
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possible  to  provide  good  fishing  and  hunting  so  that  the
true  sportsman  holding  an  Iowa  license  can  be  assured  of
getting the game he is  after.    Iowa is  not  so fortunate  as
her neighboring  states  of Minnesota  and Wisconsin in  the
number  of  lakes  and  streams,  yet  much  has  been  accom-
plished toward making her lakes and streamls into good fish-
ing grounds   In fact, in the matter of restocking of her wa-
ters, Iowa is far ahiead of her neighbors who have followed
her in this respect.   Our larger lakes, such as Spirit, Okoboji
and  Cl,ear  Lake,  are  visited  every  year  by  thousands  of
anglers and very few go away disappointed.
The one drawback to the increase of fish in many of the
streams is the pollution of the water at our larger cities and
until  this  is  stopped  it  is  almost  useless  to  restock  certain
streams, and no doubt conditions will be bettered in this re-
spect in the near future.
With friendly cooperation on the part of citizens, sports-
men and landowners, the department can  assure the people
of  Iowa  that  a  good  sportsman  need  not  retum  from  the
field or stream empty handed, and the violators must watch
out, for the  eyes of the department are many and vigilant.
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In My Lookout Cabin
By I. A. Larsen
From my lookout cabin high,
up  above the eagle's nest;,
wavte on wave of crlests I see ;
Glistening peaks and lakes at rest.
Every darn first meets my gaze.
Ripening brilliant, scarlet, gold ;
Throws  a lurid  purple  veil
over canyons dark and cold.
wistful moming, Pensive,  Calm,'
Quickened by a Whispering breeze,
Brings a fragrance and a balm,
stolen from a million trees.
Gophers,  ChiPmlunkS,  grouse  and  quail,
Early pay their daily Calls ;
coyote, bear or chance blacktail
Eye me Wary On their Strolls.
passing swiftly overhead,
Downy clouds of radiant hue,
Made of evan,eSCent thread,
sail the deep cerulean blue.
From a thunder head at last,
comes a distant muffled roar,
And a colder Sullen blast,
scurrying the mountain o'er.
Heavy rains the Cabin SPlash,-
Blustering winds the tree tops bend ;
squirrels to their burrows dash,--
Lightning flashes heavens rend.
Roar and rumble, splash and crack ;-
cabin trembles as in pain;--
It's -the onslaught Of the StOm,
In an avalanche of rain.
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Sudden comes the sun anew;
While the tempest rumbles on,-
MyrI-ad iridescent gems
Clothe each leaf and twig again.
Shadows  lengthen-twilight softens
Over mountains, lakes and streams ;
Darkness 'round mle ,a stars above me ;-
Life and labor melt in  dreams.
THINGS WE'D LIKE TO SEE
Russ Meyer hurrying to class.
George Peters getting to an 8 o'clock on time.
Prof. Mac when he wasn't busy.
Greef when he wasnJt talking about ethics.
perk when he wasn't talking about snoqualmie, Bogalusa,
or the Battle of Newport.
Jeff when he wasn't philosophizing.
A forester wearing knickers to seminar.
Chef Walling taking a course without ''eatin'  jem.''
Ike McLaren when not substituting.
Fat Thaxp doing the  charleston.
FAVORITE EXPRESSIONS
Larsen-By golly.
Jeff-Pardon a personal illustration.
Ike-Oh, shoot.
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Eyes That See and Ears That Hear
By  Joseph  Kittredge,  Jr.
Lal[e States Forest  Experiment  Station.
The forester's  eyes  and  ears  are the most useful tools
of his profession.    He is trained in school to observe contin-
ually and accurately, to listen carefully, and to record faith-
fully what he sees and hears.   The development of thle keen-
riess  of  these  faculties  should  not  stop  at  the  end  of  his
school course, but should continue throughout his career as
a forester.   As forestry practice becomes more intensive in
this country, the forester's ability to observe and the infor-
mation he has acquired by observing, listening, and record-
ing may teasily become determining factors in his success.
His eyes and ears are hardly less important in the de-
velopment of the forest property On Which he Works than in
his  oun  advancement.    An  immense  amount  of  the  most
fundamental information about th,e life histories of the trees
and forests, facts which will form the basis for silviculture
and  management,  can  be  accum.ulated  by  these  men  who
have been trained to  observe if  they will make  a habit of
using their eyes and recording their observations.
Even  if  the  forester,  for  the  first  year  Or two,  iS  aS-
signed  to  jobs   such  as  building  fence,   setting  telephone
poles, building trails, fighting fires, or counting sheep, Which
make  no  demand  on  th,e  technical  information  he  has  ac-
quired in school, he should cultivate the habit of observing,
listening, and making notes, incidental to his work.   Often it
will  go  far  toward  relieving  the  monotony of  the  job  and
keeping  alive  an  interest  in  technical  matters  Which  Will
later be extrlemely valuable to him and to his work.   In the
early days of the Forlest Service,  each forest  assistant Was
expected,  after a  reasonable time,  to  prepare  a  silvical  re-
port on the Forest to which he was assigned.   These reports
gave official status to the very things which have been sug'-
gested,I  namely,  they  made  the  new  men  observe,  stimu-
lated  their  interest in  silvics,  and  provided  valuable  infer-
mlation about conditions on the Forest.
The forester's job during the first few years iS likely to
keep him in the woods most of the time, so that he has the
best  possible  opportunities  to  see  and  record  thle  daily  de-
velopments in the life of the forest.   what are some Of the
things i;hat are worth  recording?    To  answer the question
Completely,  the  whole  field  of  silviCS  would  have  tO  be  COV-
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ered.    Some  examples,  however,  may  be  sugg,ested.    The
occurrence of seed years and the relative production of seed
for different specites in different years is an important mat-
ter both  in natural  reproduction  and  in  seed  collection  for
nurseries.   Any forester, when he is in the woods ,can recog-
nize a good seed y,ear for some species of trees.   -He may re-
mem.her the fact of a good seed year for red pine for two or
three years, but unless he has made a note of it, by the timle
anoth,er seed year comes around, 6 or 7 years later, he is no+u
sure whether the  last one was  5  or 6 or 7  or 8  years  ago.
VThen do seeds ripen and begin to fall?    How far does the
seed carry from the parent tree on calm and on windy days?
A man who is working on a trail whten the seed is flying has
as  good  a chance  as  anyone  to  see  and note  the facts.    It
counts nothing in his trail job, but it will be valuable infer-
mation for him or for that forest in later years.   There are
days  in  spring  and  summer  when  the  pine  pollen  flies  so
thickly that the air at a dist;ance, looks yellow.    The dates
and conditions on these "pollen" days are worth noting, for
their occurrence may be one of the important factors in the
seed production of the succeeding two years.
The distribution of forest types in relation to soils and
topography is another interesting and important matter.   In
the mountains of the west, it is often obvious that westem
yellow pine grows on the south slope and Douglas fir on the
opposite  north  slope.    In  comparatively  level  regions,  like
the Lake States, topography is not the determining factor
in the distr-lbution of thle types.   Locally, it is deterndned by
differences in the soils ,I red and jack pine grow on the sand-
lest soils and immediately adjacent on a loamy soil, maple-
hemlock, or aspen-birch are found.    A few of these obvious
diff,erences  are  recognized  and  well  lmown,  but  how much
more might be known if careful observations of the  condi-
lions of soil or topography under which the different types
grow, were made and recorded by foresters in the course of
thleir regular work.   There is another phase of the question
of type distribution in addition to the reasons for the differ-
ences  in  type;  namely,  the actual distribution by area  and
locations of the different types.   Any working plan must in-
dicate the locations and areas of different forest types.    At
the present time, timber survey maps are usually not avail-
able for the whole area covered by a working plan.    often
the  maps  and  areas  which  must  be  worked  out  could  be
made much more accurate if foresters who had worked on
the area in question on trails or telephone lines or fires, had
made notes of the changes in for'est types in relation to sur-
vey lines and com-erg or any points of known location. Much
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can  also be  leamed  about  thle  locations of types,  Stands  Of
special interest, yields and many valuable economic facts by
listening  to  and  drawing out  timber  cruisers,  loggers,  and
woodsmen  who  have  spent  years  in  the  woods  and  have
quantitiles of useful information which they themselves will
never put on paper.   This is a chance for ears that hear.
How much do we know of the root habits of our differ-
ent tree species?   In general we say that the pines and oaks
and hickories have tap roots, and that spruce and beech have
spreading root systems.    So far so good, but how about the
trees with less definite rooting habits or the less important
species  or  the  brush  species  which  may be the  controlling
factor  in  the  natural  reproduction  of  the  valuable  tree
species?    How  far  and how  deep  do  the  roots  of  different
species  of  different  sizes  lextend?    Do  the  soils  affect  the
root development?    In what proportion doles the species re+
produce from  seed or from stump  sprouts or by root  suck-
ers ?   How much chance does a pine seedling have to develop
when it starts in a thicket of hazlenut whose roots form an
almost  compl,ete mat  just beneath  the  surface  of the  SOi1?
often  a forester has a half hour or more waiting to meet
some one or for a train or bus connection, which might be
profitably spent digging out the root systems of two or three
small trees or important brush species close at hand.
Almost levery man in fc,rest work at one time or another
has  to measure or estimate the sizes  of timber in  cruising
or scaling work.   He will estimate the diameter or height of
a standing tree closely, but how much does he know about
how old thosle trees are, or how fast they have grown?    On
the National Forests in Minnesota there are stands of jack
pine with understories of red pine and stands of aspen with
understories of balsam,  spruce, and pine.    The trees in the
understory are very much  smaller than  those in the domi-
nant stand.   But what about their ages?   Judging by their
size, the understory would supposledly be much younger, al-
though, as a matter of fact, it is often of the same age as
the overwood.   A knowledge of age is necessary for a knowl-
edge of growth and yield, and it is also an essential factor in
th\e  determination of  the  height-age  relationship  as  an  in-
dex of site.   The question has been asked recently how long
it takes for  cedar to  grow  to pole size in the  Lake  Sta;tes.
Apparently no  one  knows  much  more  than  that  it  grows
slowly.    A few ring counts and  diameter measurements of
stumps on cut-over land or of butt cuts of ties or poles in a
yard,  in  spare moments,  or the use of an increment borer
incidentally to other work, will furnish much needed infor-
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mation  on the  ages  and  growth  of  the  many  tre,e  species
which have not been specifically studied.
A host of questions  in  regard  to  natural  reproduction
remain unanswered.   What are the seed bed and other con-
ditions  under  which  the  different  species  reproduce  natur-
ally?    A  little watching in  the  Lake  States  will  soon  show
how often balsam fir,  sprue,  and birch come up on the rot-
ting wood of down logs.    We know the most obvious things
of that  sort,  but what of the  speci-es  whose habits  are less
well  marked?    Again,  good  observation  and  note book  rec-
ords of the conditions under which  seedlings are found and
hav,e  originated  would  greatly  increase  our  knowledge  of
natural reproduction.
Another  field  in  which  many  more  observations  are
needed  is  that  of  damage  to  trees  and  reproduction  in  all
their stages of development.    In the lextreme cases, it is ob-
vious  that  fires  and  rabbits  and  insects  and  wind,  caused
damage or destruction to the forest, but how much damage
is caused when these agenci,es act less severely?   lVIlat Pro-
portion of the reproduction of different  species is destroyed
or damaged by rabbits in different years?    How many and
what species of trees recover from the eff,ects of fire?    The
man who has  fought a fire knows how fast and how hot it
burned.    But when he  goes by a place a year or two later,
does  he  look  to  see  what  the  resulting  damage  has  been?
Fire damage is considered sufficiently important in the Lake,
States,  in  Califomia, in  the  southern  Appalachians,  and  in
the  south  that  the  Forest  Experiment  Stations  in  each  of
these  regions  have  made  or  are  planning  to  make  special
st.udies  to  determine the  quantity and  quality of the  dam-
age.    The work in these projects would be much  easier and
much more complete if the local foresters knew from their-
own  observations  and  records  whlere  areas  could  be  found
on which fires of different degrees of intensity and with re-
sulting differences in amount and character of damage could
be studied.    Still .more important, the local men would know
from   th,ei1~   Own   Observation,   more   about   damage   Which
would be available in their regular work.
Thle succession of one forest type replacing another nat-
urally over a period of years or quickly as the result of fire,
is a most interesting process  and  one which  has  great im-
portance in silviculture.    In the Lake States, the areas for-
merly occupied by the white pine and maple-hemlock types
have been converted by cutting and fires to an aspen-paper
birch type.   These species now have little or no value in the
region.   They occupy a larger area than any other one t}pe-
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and therefore, the conversion of as much as possible of this
area to more  valuable  species  becomes  an  important prob-
lem.    It is  one of the  current projects  of the  Lake  States
Forest Experiment Station  to  study the process of natural
conversion of the aspen-birch  type  to pine  and  spruce  and
balsam.   Men who have been familiar with the region have
been asked for locations of areas of aspen-birch where coni-
fers  are  coming  in.    A  few  localities  for  study  have  been
suggested, but how many more could have been located im-
mediately without the need of scouting if local foresters had
watched the country  and  the reproduction  and  m.ade notes
of what they had seen and where they had seen it.
These  are  only  a  ftew  examples  of  the  many  interest-
ing and important processes in  the life  history of the for-
ests of any region about which accurate knowledge is essen-
tial  for  silviculturle  and  management.    Most  of  the  points
are  not  of  immediate  or  urgent  importance  as  far  as  the
work of the local men  is  concerned,  but  the  forester is  al-
ways building for the future and these silvical facts are the
bricks  which  he must  use  for his  structure  of  silviculture
and  management.    His  eyes,  ears  and  pencil  are  the  clay
and the straw.   Let him have eyes that see, ears that hear,
and a pencil that records.
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Upper Mississippi River Wild Life
and Fish Refuge
By Wimam T. Cox
The Upper Mississippi Wild Life Refuge is going to be
a glfeat thing.    In a few years only Yellowstone and Glacier
National Parks will be comparable with it.
It  is  planned  to  acquire  all  of the  bottom  lands  along
the Mississippi between  Lake  Pepin  and Rock  Island.    The
average price paid for these lands is $3.50 an acre.    This is
so low that it is only after an owner is convinced of the mer-
its of the project that he is willing to sell.
This work of acquiring land is being pushed as rapidly
as  possible  and  as  soon  as  it  is  completed  there  will  be  a
difficult task of protection to work out, and later a promising
and fascinating line of development to undertake.
It is planned to stock parts of the Refuge with beaver
this  spring  and,  if  enough  protection  can  be  given  them,
there should be a large number of beaver here in the future.
The conditions on the Refuge are favorable and suitable food
is available for the re-introduction of these  animals, which
wlere plentiful here years ago.
Deer, wild turkey and other game, once abundant here,
but  long  since  gone,  can  be  successfull re-introduced,  it is
believed.
There is a different attitude towards  such things than
formerly.   Most of the people now believe in giving the wild
creatures  a chance.    About 90 percent of the rural popula-
tion believe  in Forest and  Game  Conservation  at the pres-
ent time.
Forests are a necessity for the protection and develop-
ment of game.  I The forest growth on the Refuge is  secur-
ing much consideration.   Although the timber is not of the
best, and the forest lands are not in satisfactory condition,
proper management of the forested portions of these bottom
lands  will  result  in  a  good timber  crop  retum,  and  at the
samte  time  not  destroy  the  value  of  the  lands  as  a  game
refuge.    These  forested  portions  offer  exceptional  oppor-
tunities for the growing of black walnut and other valuable
hardwood trees.
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The Beginning of Higher Education
in Forestry
Reprint  from  The  Comellian  Council  Bulletin
Comell University, Ithaca, New York.
The beginnings of education in forestry in the United
states  were  made  at  cornell  University  when,  in  1898,  it
started  the  first  university  instruction  in  this  subject  in
America, and probably the first in the Westem Hemispher,e.
The New York State College of Forestry established at
comell was the first instance of la commonwealth starting
an  institution  of  collegiate  rank  to  advance  education  and
reslearch in this science or profession of paramount import-
ance  to  the  whole  body  of  the  people.    Even  though  the
school was suspended in 1903, it remains a fact that the for-
estry building, now known as Femow Hall, when it was dedi-
cated in May, 1914, was the first building erected at any in-
stitution  of  leaming  for  the  specific  housing  of  forestry
class-rooms and laboratory.
To those beginnings, and particularly to the first Dean
of Forestry, the late Dr. Bemard E. Femow, the profession
of forestry in the United States owes much.
The curriculum of professional instruction that Dr. Fer-
now set up has become the basis of the standardized curri-
culum that is followed more or less closely by all the leading
forest schools  of this country today.
It was  under the auspices of Comell that Dr.  Fermow
started the Forestry Quarterly, the prof,essional periodical of
the foresters now called the Joumal of Forestry.   And Dr.
Femow's books, published while he was at Comell, gave im-
petus  to  the  production  of  thte  series  of  books  and  other
technical works on forestry which have since grown to con-
siderable proportions.
In 1898, when Dr. Femow began his work at Comell, the
forestry idea w'as still new to this country.  Perhaps as im-
portant a contribution as the instruction that was given un-
der his direction was hils insistence on the development and
maintenance  of  professioal  standards  by  foresters.    His
efforts helped in no small degree to give forestry the high
technical standing that it has attained.
The old College of Forestry was suspended in  1903, as
the result o£  controversies over  details of management of
the College forest in the Adirondacks.    But the graduates
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of that early school have proved themselves to be leaders in
the profession of forestry, both in this country and in Can-
ada.   The giving of Dr. Femow's name to the forestry build-
ing at Comell in 1922, was no mere gesture.    It constituted
a  well-merited  recognition  of  his  notable  achievements  in
the public service in  education,  and in the advancement  of
forestry as a profession in the United States.
EIGHTH WONDERS OF THE WORLD
Jeff-"There will bet no outside reading in this course."
Perk-"There will be no class on the last day of the quar-
ter."
McLaren taking L. A. 121c.
Greef staying awake in  class.
ANNUAL EVENTS
Fall  Campfire.
Show  at  Ag.  Barbecue.
Winter "shin-dig."
Shorty Comell hangs his pin.
Spring Banquet.
Spring Campfire.
Larsen sits on tack.
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why Is A Forester?
By C. A. Rindt, For. '27
There on high,  through the April  sky  go  a band Of north
bound  geese.
How straight and true they travel through to the north, the
lakes  and peace.
As they fade from View in the boundless blue, I feel myself
give way
To a pulsing surge, a Pulling urge, to follow the geese away.
so I've tied mly pack, I'm going back tO the Shore Of a Crystal
lake.
From the cityJs moll, from the city'S toil, from the filth that
cities make.
with one true friend that will not bend to the Puppet powers
that be
Away  to  the  wood  Where  the  WOrld  is  good,  just  One  true
friend and me.
we'1l do our share in the open air Of Our Work for the human
race.
In  the  north  or  West,  they  all  are  best  with  fOrleSt;S  every
place.
we'll make our home 'neath an azure dome, at the foot Of a
giant pine,
where all we see is offered free, the world is his and mine.
you'11 know what-I mean if you've ever Seen the Close of a
summer day,
watched crimson'and jade bum to gold and fade behind the
trees and away;
seen  a  snow-capped  spire  in  a  cloud  of  fire  r,eflected  in  a
clear lagoon ;
seen the birch's white bark in the gathering dark, or a pine
against the moon.
watched the stars come out and all about, the night'S deep
shadows fall ;
while  the  campfire's  light  shuts  out  the  night  behind  a
black impassable wall.
with the day's work done, the cruise strip run, or another
location line.
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With topog and type all checked just right, it's the woods-
men's friendship time.
Oh, again to gaze at a dancing blaze, to watch the red coals
gleam  and  glow,
VAile away up high the great trees sigh as the south winds
softly blow.
Then to go to rest, where rest is best, while the round moon
slowly  climbs,
To be lulled away to another day by the whisperings of the
pines.
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A Glimpse of Michigan and Her
National Forest
By R. G. Schreck
Forest Supervisor
very interesting it would be to mention the WOrd Mlch1-
gan to an audience of people more or less familiar with the
state and then have flashed on a screen in rapid succession
the pictures tot what would appear in the minds of each indi-
vidual.     Automobiles,  mostly  Fords,  of  course,  WOuld  no
doubt  lead  the  list.    Following  in  their  order  would  then
cone the Great Lakes, large cities  and industries,  agricul-
ture,  educational institutions, fruit farms,  iron  and  copper
mines, good roads, miles of shore line, summer resorts, fish
and game and  so on  d,own the list of things that all  go to
display and define a m.ost wonderful State. A few, no doubt,
would  think  of  vanishing  forests,  thousands  of  idle  acres,
forest fires and the work being done by the Govemment and
state  along Forestry lines, but how much in the minority
would be these minds dwelling entirely on futures.   It is not
unreasonable, therefore, that Forestry is moving slowly in
Michigan, nor can it be expected tO move faster until forest
fires, the scarcity of lumber products, and idle acres become
at leaslt as important as Fords in the minds Of the majority.
By ldraWing  a lime  east  and  wes)I  across  the  State  and
through the city of saginaw an almost exact division would
be made of farming  and  timber lines.    The  area  south  of
this  line,  of  Course,  would be  the highly developed  agricu1-
tural  center  of Michigan,  while  to  the north  WOuld be  the
vast area that at one time was the pride of the State and
made Michigan the banner State of the Union from a timber
producing standpoint.   This northem half of Michigan was
once  the  famous  pine   region   and  fumished   the  United
states and part of Europe with the best White and Norway
pine that has lever been Produced.    During th,e early seven-
ties  this  vaslt  empire  of timber was  considered  by  lumber-
men  and  economic  experts  to  be  inexhaustible,  but  with
startling  suddenness the  situation Was  entirely  changed  in
a comparatively few years.    Between 1870 and the present
time the  forests of pine have become  exhauslted and  there
remains only a fringe here and thelfe On SOilS adapted for the
growing,  limited  stands  of  virgin  hardwood.    The  viI'gin
stands of pine that are left in the state are not worth the
m,entioning.
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The State of Michigan comprises approximately 36 nil-
lion acres.    Of this amount ll million acres are only fit fo1~
the  growing  of  timber.    Land  economists,  agricultural  ex-
perts  and  engineers  agr-ee  that  not  less  than  7  million  of
these acres are entirely incapable of producing anything but
timber.    At leas,t 6 million acres of these 7 million must be
planted  to  trees  if  they  ever  grow  anything of value.    To
make  the  elxample  mJOre  emphatic,  Only  10  p,ercent  of  the
area lying north  of  Saginaw  is being farm,ed  alt this  time.
This  north  section  of  Michigan  which  once  produced  the
bes,t and most lucrative crop th,e nation has ever seen, is now
one  that  is  proving  an  embarrassing  and  expensive  prob-
lem ,to the state.   Its timber removed, it was found that the
soil was not capable of being used for agricultural purposes.
Far  different  is  Michigan  from  the  state  of  Ohio,  which,
after  its  ltimber  was  removed,  was  immediately  converted
into  a  very  productive  agricultural  state.    Its  soil  was  fit
for  such  purposles,  being  in  most  cases  a  rich  black  loam
undlerlaid by a clay sub-soil.   In Michigan the limbered lands
were sand of lake wash and glacial formation that is incap-
able  of  holding  fertility,  contained  no  clay  sub-soil  and  is
susceptible to leaching and dries out very rapidly. of course,
after the timber disappear,ed in Michigan, real estate boom-
ers followed the logging operators and great areas wer,e im-
mediately  settled by fa]mers  from  Illinois,  Ohio,  Iowa and
the  southern  parts  of Michigan  and  Minnesota.    The  land
its-elf,  because of its  lack  of  contours,  the  ease  in  which  it
could be cleared and worked  and the very attralctive prices
at  which  the  land  could  be  purchased,  all  worked  in  well
with the realtlor's game. One can travel now over the north-
em  half of Michigan  and  still  see  the  efforts  put forth  by
these early pioneers.    In  all it is  a pitiful  sight.    For sev-
eral years after locating on th,ese pine barrens the farmers
made  every possible effort to make  the  lands pay.    Homes
were  built,  orchards  were  planted,  cl,earings  were  made,
schools  and  churches were  erected  and  roads  laid  out.    To-
day  there  remains  as  monuments  to  these  well  meanin.g
Americans a few of the tumble down buildings, empty school
houses, dilapidated fences and deeply rutt,ed old roads and a
few wom out fields that nature is  attempting to regain by
slCattering  Seeds  Of  jack  Pine  here  and  there  which  have
tak,en  root  and  thus  are trying 'to  obliterate the  scars  and
efforts made by the early pioneers.
This  sand  plains  region,  as  it  is  aptly  called,  extends
from Saginaw north to Lake Superi,or, east and west in the
lower peninsula to the shores of Lakes Michigan and Huron
and east and west in the upper peninsula from a point fifteen
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miles west of Sault St. Marie to the boundary line between
Michigan and Wisconsin.   With the disappearing Of the for-
est the lands immediately grlew  a v-ery luxuriant crop  of  a
poor  quality  of  sedge,  fire  weeds,  blueberries,  turkey  foot
and kinnikinic.   This growth for a tine encouraged  adven-
uresome stock men to consider the area for grazing purposes,
but  it  was  found  that  while  this  forage  fumished  a  fair
spring and fall pasturage it dried up and died With the com-
ing of  the mid-summer  drouths.    The  stock would  not  re-
main  on  the  area and  naturally  the  grazing  problem  has
never been developed to any great ext,ent in northem Mich-
igan'This annual growth Cr.eated a fire Situation that tended
to lead the former timber lands to rapid destruction.   Fires
occurred very readily and spread very rapidly.    It has been
stated that this portion of Michigan burns over completely
once every ten years.    This statement may not be true, but
we do know that the area bumed leach year is appalling.    I
consider  the  state  of  Michigan  one  of  the  highest  in  fire
hazard of any state in the union.   These fires have repeated-
ly eaten up and destroyed natural reproduction, seed bearing
trees and soil quality until now there are thousands Of acres
that  spread  away  in  every  direction  without  any  timber
growth to indictae that at one time the region was the pride
of Michigan, about which fiction Writers wove their excellent
stories and  about which old pioneers  still talk of three  log
timber.    Further,  everybody is  talking  Of  the  Sad  State Of
affairs  that now exist,  of millions of idle acres,  of destruc-
five fires,  of  dwindling population,  diminishing taxes,  poor
schools or  norie  at  all,  bankrupt  COuntieS,  miserable  roads.
starving ministers and the feeble attempts by govemment
and state to correct the situation.
Early  in  the history  of the  State  the  homestead  laws
and  timber  and  stone  acts  allowed  the  best  soils  and  best
timber to be tumed over from govemment to private owner-
ship in a very short ttime.   There were sections of the State,
however,  even  at  that  time  that  contained  little  of  va1'|le.
The  lands  included  within  the  Michigan  Nat1'Onal  Forest
were  among the  last  mentioned.    Year  after  year  gove Tl-
ment owned land became less and private owners in the state
became more  numerous.    The land  was  taken  up  with  the
exception of comparatively small areas from which the tim-
ber disappeared either by fire or timber operations and the
yearly destruction by fire depleted  the  soil  and any timber
that mlay have helen left to  such  an  extent a-s to make the
lands undesirable for any Purpose Whatever in the minds Of
the home  seekers  that were  rapidly traveling to Michigan.
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For years after the development of the state, these govem-
ment lands received no attention whatever.   year after year
the timber disappeared.    Yearly fires over-ran th area and
finally during 1908 a few farsighted citizens of the state saw
that unless something was done immediately a large paid of
Michigan would become a barren waste and probably a sandy
desert.   This handful of citizens succeeded in having a large
portion of the remaining govemment land in the state set
aside  as  the  Michigan  National  Forlest  and  since  1909  this
forest has  been  under  administration  by the  u.  s.  Forest
Service.    By looking at a map of the Forest,  the observer
would be  struck by the very irregular boundaries that are
pushed out here and pulled in there and in many places re-
semble long broken stairways,  and within these boundaries
the  forest is  dotted  and lbadly cut up  by private  holdings.
In many respects it might be compared to a hod full of mop-
tar that has I?een dropped from a high building by a care-
less  hod  carrier,  the  largest  portions  striking  in  Oscoda
County and the small,er dabs landing in chippewa county in
the upper peninsula and Iosco County near East Tawas, with
Smaller drops scattered about the outer boundaries, makingrln all a forest unit i,hat presents anything but one that can
be handlled to the best advantage from an administrative and
purely business standpoint   Remember that these lands now
owned  by  the  govemment  within  the  forest  were  abused
for years.   No one wanted them.   In fact, the Federal Gov-
emment  rather  reluctantly  took  them  over  as  a  National
Forest.   To the casual observer that travels over the region
in which the Forest is located, there is nothing to tell why
the  boundaries  of  the  forest  are  so  located.    For miles  in
every direction outside the forest is the same type of land
and the problem of fire protection and administration would
be greatly facilitated if the Forest weer one unit, its bound-
ary straightened  and the private holdings inside owned by
the Federal Govemment.
Since  1909 the Government has attempted to keep out
fires and since 1911 has carried on from year to year plant-
ing operations that because of limited appropriations  seem
small  and  insignificant  when  compared  to  the  amount  of
land within the Forest and the state that must be planted
to  trees.    The  FolfeSt  in  its  present  stage  represents  any-
t;hing but what the nam,e implies.   viewed from an airplane,
it would  resemble  a large  Axminster rug very much moth
eaten and wom.   Large irregular tan colored blotches would
appear hit  and  miss  over  the  surface  with  various  shades
of  green  clumped  here  and  there  resembling  piles  of  nap
that `had  been  eaten  by the moths  and  rolled up in  a hay-
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hazard fashion.   These are the natural reproduction of jack
pine and scrub oak, both of little value for commercial pur-
poses other than for fuel.   The plantations that have been
set  by  the  govemment  would  resemble  row  after  row  of
green  ribbons  stretched  across  mile  lengths  of  the  grassy
plains.    Barren  parallel  strips  along  roadways  and  around
mile square lsections are the firelines that protect the plan-
tations.    Irregular strips of green are the  coursles  of small
streams  that  flow  through  the  region.    There  is  no  mler-
chantable timber to  speak of and the value of the natural
growth now on the ground is mainly to hurry back forest
conditi\ons,  build  soil  and  prevent  further  leaching  of  the
poor soil beneath.   This natural growth is also a great fac-
tor in the fire problem since it eventually eliminates the very
luxuriant growth of grass and other vegetation that appears
where the sun has an opportunity to reach tse soil.
The problem, therefore, on the Michigan Forest is first
fire  protection  and  this  phase  of  the  work  has  reached  a
high state of development.   Early in the spring, before the
fire season opens, which it usually does during the month of
March,  lookout  men  are  called  together  and  a  three  day
training course is put into effect.   These men are instructed
from the greatest to the smallest details covering everything
pertaining to their job, the idea being to make them an im-
portant factor in our protection work and have them realize
their position as the t'eyes" of the service.   The lookout job
on the Michigan Forest is by no means an easy one.   It de-
mands long hours and day after day uninterrupted by Sun-
days or holidays, unless weather conditions will permit. Dis-
cipline must be applied in every case.   No lookout man leaves
his station without permission from the ranger in charge of
the district on which he is working.   Lunch and water must
be taken to the observatory of the tower in the moming and
he must be on duty during every hour of the day when fires
are liktely to occur.   He must know the fire plan thoroughly,
must lmow his map, must be a good judge of distance and
must have  keen  judgment  and  initiative  and  usle  them  ef-
fectively.    VIThen  the  lookout  discovers  a  fire  he  reports  it
imlmediately to the ranger in charge.    The method of loca-
tion  is  by  triangulation,  therefore,  two  towers  must  work
togethter in obtaining the proper location.    Correct readings
are essential.   The readings obtained by the two towers are
given to the ranger by the lookout chosen for that purpose.
who furth,er reports  color of smoke,  direction of the wind,
progress the fire is making, etc.    The ranger may instruct
this observer as to the number of men he desires and what
action he should take toward calling men, but invariably he
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leaves this to the lookout observer wh'o has been instructed
along these lines as to whom to call when a fire occurs in a
certain part of the forest.   Key men have proven a very big
help in the fire plfeVentiOn and Suppression work Within and
near  the  forest.    These men  are  chosen  from  the  farmers
living  about  the  forest  and  are  selected  because  of  their
standing in the community, their interest in the work of the
Service and their ability to handle men and the fire problem.
The lookout observer calls the key man nearest the fire and
tells him to bring five or ten men, whatever the occasion de-
mands.   In the garage is a large motor truck ready to leave
at a moment's notice.    This  truck  is  equipped  with  water,
fire fighting lequipment for 15 men, a walking plow, is  filled
with  gas  and in  rleadiness  to  go  at  all  times.    The  rang-er
steps on the starter and is off to the fire.   Usually some men
are working on firelines or roads nearby.   He goes to them,
picks them up and continues on to the fire.    Upon arriving
at the fire he sizes the situation up at a glance.   The plow is
pulled to the back end of the truck, fastened to it by a chain
and  a  furrow  is  plowed  completely  around  the  fire.    Men
follow the plow and backfire by the -use of kerosene torches
and within a very short time the fire is under control.   The
main points  in  handling the  fire  situation  on  the forest is
snappy action on the part of every one included in the fire
orgaization.    Very  s,eldom  is  it over five minutes from the
time a fire is reported until  someone is on his way with fire
equipment to suppress the fire.    During the past few years
this has mteant a great saving in acres bumed.    The forest
is visited by thousands of tourists each year and naturally
with  this  great number of people the hazard is  very high.
On the other hand, considering the great number of visitors,
the number of fires resulting from their carelessness is rela-
tively small.
To offslet the destruction of repeated fires, poor soil and
absence of timber on the lands within the forest,  as stated
above, the govemment started planting operations in  1911.
Every  year  since  that  time  some  planting  has  been  done.
The annual acreage refortested each year has been increased
until during the year 1925, 3,300 acres were planted to Nor-
way  pine.  This  is  the  largest  acreage  ever planted  at  one
time on any National Forest.   The average cost for the past
five  year  period  for  our  planting  work  has  been  $3.43  an
acre,  which  is  the  lowest  planting  cost  established  in  the
Forest Service.   There have been planted to date on the for~
est  approximately  12,000  acres,  most  of  which  is  Norway
pine.    Experiments have been carried on with a few exotic
species and som,e white pine, but these show very emphatic-
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ally that Norway pine, the tree that originally grew on these
sandy lands, is the tree best adapted to the soil conditions.
During the fourteen years of planting operations  the tech-
nique of the planting job has been gradually increased until
at this time the survival of trees planted average between
80  and  90  percent.    Immediately  after July  1  of each  yeai®
teams  are  set  to  work  plowing  furrows  2  feet  apart  over
the  areas  that  are  to  be  planted.    The  work  is  done by  a
common sulky plow equipped with  a rolling coulter and the
outer end of the plow point turned up so as to form a cutting
edge and thus a ribbon  of sod is removed  and thrown free
of  the  furrow.    Each  team  plows  an  average  of ten  acres
per day or as figured in the planting work 10 miles per day.
From  five  to  ten teams  are kept busy until  October  1.    In
some   places   where   there   is   considerable   down   timber,
swampers  are  employed  to  go  ahead  of the  teams  and  re-
move  the  dovIl  material  to  enable  the  teams  to  continue
their  furrowsfl    Thle  use  of  furrows  has  meant  successful
planting operations on the Michigan Forest.    As mentioned
previously, a very dense sod is formed by sedge, kinnikinic,
turkey  foot,  blueberries,  etc.    Naturally  it  would  be  poor
business  to  plant  trees  under  such  circumstances  without
removing this competition.    The fuITOW does all of this and
fumishes ideal growing conditions for the young trees after
planting.   It also means that the furrow will hold snow and
thus the tr,ees obtain more moisture.   The furrow gradually
fills  with  leaves  and other  vegetation  and  thus better pro-
tection  is  obtained  from  severe winter weather.    The  fur-
rows also mean that when planting operations begin during
the  last  week  of  September that each  man  will  be  able  to
plant more efficiently,  does not need  to locate himself since
he  merely  starts  at  one  end  of the  furrow  and  follows  it,
planting  trees  8  feet apart until he reaches the end of his
furrow.    Thse  furrows  mean  that  each  man,  after he has
been  on  the  job  for  a  short  time,  averages  from  2,500  to
3,000 trees planted per day.   A small planting bar, construct-
ed  with  a  blade  of  4x1/4-in.  Steel  14  inches  long,  equipped
with  a  3/4  inch  galvanized  pipe  handle  3  feet  long  is  used.
It is possible to handle this bar very easily with one hand,
the planter carrying a small box of trees in they other hand
and  thus  each  man  carries  his  own  planting bar,  his  own
trees and does his own planting.
Practically  all  of  the  planting  work  On  the  Michigan
Forest is  done  during the  fall  months.    It has  been  found
that during this time of the year the fire situation is better
than at any time during the spring or summer months.  The
weathert  is  usually  cool  and  more  moisture  iS  apt  tO  Occur.
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The ground also is cold.   The small trees as a rule have gone
into  a dormant condition  and thus  stand more  abuse than
would be the case if they were planted in the spring.    Also
men work better and are more plentiful.   After the trees are
put in the ground in the fall the action of fall rains, thawing
and freezing and  spring rains,  all tend to  set  the  tree in  a
natural condition and it is ready to staid in the spring when
all other growth begins.
The  Forest  Service  is  now  maintaining  a most  up-to-
date  for,est  nursery  at  East  Tawas  and  this  nursery  fur-
nishes all the trees planted on the forest.    Two  year seed-
lings are used entirely for the planting work.    It has been
proven  by  experiments  that  the  comparison  of  lasses  be-
tween  transplant  stock and  seedling  stock is  so  very small
that it cannot be considered therefore no transplant stock of
any kind is used for reforestation work on the forest.   The
nursery is one of the most modem in the Forest Service to-
day.    Approximately four million trlees are raised annually
with  little  diffculty.    The  seed  is  obtained  from  Northern
Minnesota and shipped here, since not enough Norway pine
seled trees are available in Michigan to fumish the seed at a
reasonable  cost.    As  planting  operations  grow on  the  for-
est, of course, it will be necessary to carry on spring plant-
ing  work,  but  until  the  program  iS  enlarged  COnSiderably
over what it is today the plans will be to do all planting dur-
ing the fall months.
One very -high priority on the forest is education.   In a
state  like  that  of Michigan,  where  there  are  so  many idle
acres  and  such  a vital need for a  sound forestry program,
every  forester must be  a propagandist.    The  personnel  on
the  forest  has  been  for the  past  few  years  doing  a  very
strenuous work, intelligently informing the public as to what
the  government is doing in the  state,  the  need for a more
adequate fire prevention policy and a planting program.    It
has Son,e far toward winning friends for the forestry move-
ment and it is very surprising to note the keen interest that
is being displayed by the people of Michigan today and, pro-
viding  this  interest  is  maintained,  it  will  only  be  a  short
time until thle support necessary to bring larger appropria-
tions  and  a  larger  forestry program  for the  state,  will be
realized.
Talks by the personnel, illustrated and otherwise, are in
much demand and leach officer is expected to do his share of
this work.   The personnel must be able to pass out accurate
information,  they  must  have  tact  and  personality,  which
goes a long way in spreading the doctrine of fire prevention.
To  care for the many visitors that comle to the forest each
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year, five free public camp grounds are equipped and main-
tained.    It is  found  that the  visitors  appreciate  these im-
PrOVementS Placed by the Service and it is really an inspira-
tion to see the great number of people that use these grounds
every year. The improvements on the forest are as good or
probably better than on most National Forests and the rang-
er stations are as modem as funds will permit and all are
comfortable and homelike.
A large acquisition program is now under way, which,
after it is  set in motion,  will increase the  present units of
the forest and probably mean thle establishing Of more units
elsewhere in the denuded ar,eas of the state.
The work that is being done by thte state conservation
Department  deserves  considerable  praise.    This  organiza-
lion has a far lbigger Problem than is realized by the aver-
age person.   Practically 13 million acres are in the fire zone
of the  state.    This area  is  intermingled  largely by private
lands.    The problem is one  of  education  and  larger appro-
priations with which to handle the fire situation.   The Con-
servation  Department  is   doing  very  well   and  with   the
strides they have made during the past few years there is
no doubt but what she ranks well toward the top in every-
thing that pertains to conservation.   The state has adopted
an annual planting program of 10,000 acres per year.   This,
with the annual program of 3,000  acres  carried  on by the
Federal Forest ServlCe, Places  Michigan well  ahead  of  any
state doing such work.   The Conservation Department is al-
so confronted with the perplexing problem of the ever grow-
ing tourist travel that is annually moving through northern
Michigan.    Naturally this means increased fire hazard.    It
also means continuous and well directed warnings and edu-
cation  every  year throughout the entire  summer.    But it
might be  said here  that it will be through  this  source  of
revenue that the fire situation will eventually be eliminated
or held  to the minimum  for it is now found  that the idle
acres of nort;hero Michigan have a revenue producing value
in the tourists which will increase, providing fires are kept
out.
Michigan is rich in a great number of things and ranks
high in industries and natural resources and with the elimi-
nation of forest fires and the constructive assistance of her
population she will again regain her lost position as a timber
Producing State and Save a Part Or all Of the $15,000,000 that
she is now paying out every year in freight rates on oregon
fir and pine from the Gulf States.
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A  Norway  Pine  Plantation  set  out  in  1917.    Michigan  National  FoI'eSt.
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Guard School on the Kootenai
National Forest
By N. C. Schulze
Last  summer  I  had  the  opportunity  of  attending the
Guard Training Camp on the Kootenai National Forest held
each year just before the beginning of the fire season.
The purpose of the training camp is tO give the farm-
ers and lookouts sufficient training to enable them to meet
the minimum requirchents of the job.   It also offers an op-
portunity' to  weed  out  the  unfit,  to  overcome  weak  points
and  to  establish  a  personal  contact  with  the  permanent
force.,
All  new  men  and  the  old  men  who  need  to  overcome
some  deficiency  are  required  to  attend the  training  camp.
As soon as possible, it is planned to have all the guard per-
sonnel take the course each year in order to keep them on
their toes.
The  work  of  carrying  on  the  instruction  is  handled
largely by the rangers, with assistance from the supervis-
or's office.    The teaching method used is to have  every one
actually do the things that his job  requires and to encour-
age free discussion of all  points.    It might be stated here,
that the less  educated men  ape harder to teach,  but when
they once get the point, they retain it longer tharl the others.
In  order  to  give  the  most  intensive  training  in  the
shortest  time,  the  men  are  divided  into  groups  of  4  to  6
each.    The  groups  are then  scheduled t,o  the  rangers  who
have charge of the different subjects.
In this  school  the  following  subjects  are  covered a.
Packing
Each man is  shown  how  to  saddle  a horse,  to balance
the pack and make the proper hitches.   He is also told how
to  take  care  of  the  horse  under  woods  conditions.    Like-
wise, he is instructed in making up man packs, both in pack
sacks and on pack frames.
Timber  and  Reproduction
Here is taught the things necessary to make the proper
report on damages  caused by a fire.    This  consists of esti-
mating the diameter and ineight of trees of different species,
the number  and  age of reproduction,  the  percent  killed  or
damaged and identification of species.
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Telephone Line Construction
Th,e principal points of line construction are sholm and
a short line constructed.    This covers standard No.  9 wire,
emergency and outpost wire.
Telephone Trouble
How  to  install  a  telephone  set,  soldering,  where  and
why;  ground,  good  and  bad;  lightning protectors;  how  to
locate trouble on the line and in the instrument; how to use
receiver for both receiving and transmitting.
Compass
The m.en are instructed on the following:    How to read
a compass ; principal sources of error; how to set off varia-
tion,I how to  follow  a line;  how to  back  sight so as to  get
on a given line from lookout; how to use watch as coinpass ;
how to line -through country without compass ; with a given
course run a line with a compass and find a card at the end
of  the  line.    lVIly  the  "E"  and  "W"  are  reversed  on  the
compass.
Lookout Board and Map
How  to  set  up  and  orient  a  board;  how  to  take  and
report readings ; why the "E'J and "W" are not reversed on
lookout map ; legal sub-divisions and  scale of mapls ,' how to
estimate distances ; how to watch country by check looks.
Pacing and Computing Areas
The men were instructed in thle methods used to pace
over level and broken ground;  converting pacing into feet,
rods, miles, chains; to pace and compute area of irregularly
shaped areas.
Fire Fighting
Confined  to  small  fires  only;  how  to  fight  a fire,a  con-
struct a safe trench; danger from burning snags, roots, roll-
ing logs, etc.   To know when a fire is out and when it is safe
to leave.
Lookout and Fireman Reports
How to properly fill out forms.
The Training Camp lasted 3 days and on the aftemoon
of the third day each man was  given an oral quiz, during
which  the following questions  were  covered:
1.    lhThat  constitutes  the  best  kind  of  ground  for  a
phone?
2.   VThat is the function of the batteries in a phone?
3.   I£, after testing for trouble outside of the phone you
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find that the trovible is in the instrument,  what would  you
do next?
4.   Two fires are reported to you.   They are three miles
apart, one on a ridge and the other on a creek, both in your
district.    The ranger directs  you to  handle  the one  on the
ridge, and says he will send some one else to the one on the
creek.    You  reach  your  fire  and  get  it  under  control,  but
find that it will take two days to ,extinguish it.    After get-
ting your fire under control, you notice that the fire on the
creek is buming hard.   VIThat would you do?
5.   Why is night travel to a fire necessary whenever it
is humanly possible?
6.    You  are  directed  to  go  to  a  fir'e  in  a  region  with
which you are familiar and where you lmow a small fire will
gain headway rapidly.    You start out with your full pack.
part way to the fire you see that you can speed up greatly
by lightening your pack.   VThat would you discard?
7.    If you had only two boxes to pack on  a horse  and
one weighs more than th,e other, how would you balance your
load?
8.   If you were in the hills with a horse you knew would
leave you and you had no hobbles but did have a long rope
and a halter, how would you picket the horse?
9.   Name eight of the local species of trees.
10.    How  can  you  estimate  roughly the  age  of repro-
duction?
ll.    Supposing you had no experience in cruising tim-
ber, how  would  you  arrive  at the  estimate  of the damage
done to merchantable timber on a small area?
12.    In  building  a  grounded  tree  telephone  line,  why
should all of the spans be of equallength?
13.   In a grounded tree line, what is the standard wire
for line and for tiles ?
14.    VThat  is  the  proper  amount  of  slack  or  sag in  a
span of a grounded tree line?
15.    lVIliCh  end  Of the  needle  of  a  compass  should  be
read when taking a bearing witIl a compass?
16.   lhThat are the two principal sources of eITOr in the
use of a compass?
17.    Is it necessary just before taking a reading on  a
fire to -recheck the orientation  of a lookout board that has
been correctly oriented a few minutes before?  If so, why?
18.    How many chains in  one mile?    Feet?
19.   How many square chains in one acre?   Feet?
20.    How would you  go about to  ascertain the area of
an irregularly shaped fire?
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An  All-American  Fabric---The
Navajo Blanket
By  H.  S.  Farley
Lazily I threw back the covers of mly camp bed and with
numerous  yarms  and  stretches,  tried  to  rid  myself of the
kinks my body had  acquired  through  sleeping on  the hard
ground.   I had made a hasty camp the night before and had
not the  remotest idea of my  surroundings,  but as the  sun
peeped over the  eastern horizon,  I  saw I was  camped upon
a  knoll,  which  rose  many hundred  feet  above  what  I  sup-
posed to be a vast plain.
Far below me a densle,  low-hanging cloud obscured .my
vision and I seemed to be a castaway on this lonely promon-
tory in a sea of mist which encompassed it.
As  the  sun  rose higher and its lances of light pierced
thle mist below me, gigantic shapes appeared-dimly at first
-through a curtain of purple haze.   Here and there, a rug-
ged butte reared its shaggy crest for a moment, only to be
lost again in the ever moving mist.
Gradually,  as  the  sun  ascended  toward  its  zenith  and
the mist was disseminated, miniature mountain ranges tot,k
form,  their  sides  lacerated  with  the  tentacled  tributaries
leading to the dry river beds in the valleys below.
Could  it be  that I,  while in the  embrace of Morpheus,
had been transplanted to some far off fairy land-was this
the  land  of my  promises,  of which  I  in  my  childhood  had
been taught, or was it a dream, from which I would sudden-
ly  awaken?    A  feeling of  awe,  inspired  by  the  magnitude
of  such  a  scene,  welled  up within me,  dwarfing me with  a
sense of my olun insignificance.
Mile  upon  mile,  as  far  as  the  eye  could  see,  lay  this
vast stretch of desert waste-land, in colors beyond my power
of description, but somehow it didn't seem to be either des-
ert or waste-land-rather, it seemed for a few moments that
heaven  was  opening  and  I  was  being permitted  a glimpse
into  the  Celestial gallery  of art,  and while  invisible  angels
rolled back the curtain  of mist,  I  stood with Him who had
created it, and watched the unfolding of the Painted Desert
of Arizona.
The scene changed swiftly, but the memory of the pic-
ture has ever been before me, for this was my first visit to
the  land  of  the  Navajos.    Perhaps  this  is  why  I  have  a
greater respect,  a kindlier feeling, toward the nomads  who
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wander over our great southwestern  country ; perhaps this
is why I have tried to learn more about them and the Origin
of their principal  industry, the Navajo  Blanket.
Go back with mle,  if you Will, to  that  remote date long
before  columbus  voyaged  across  the  uncharted  Seas,  and
look  upon  a  race  whose  struggle  for existence  has  carried
it down through the  centuries to the present day.    Origin-
ally of the great Athabascan tribes Of the north, they Wan-
dered  south until they reached what is now  southern Utah
and colorado, and northern Arizona and New Mexico.
prior to the advent of the Navajo, this region Was in-
habited by the cliff Dwellers, a race whose origin iS Still lost
in the depths of obscurity, but of a certainty, a race whose
progress toward a civilization is plainly perceptiblle.   Among
the ruins of the  cliff Dwellers now being excavated  by Our
Geological and Archaeological Societies are found cotton fab-
Tics.    It is an interest;ing conjecture that the Cliff Dwellers
wlere  the  first  of  our  aboriginal  tribes  who  had  a  definite
knowledge of  the  art  of Weaving  and  during  their  SOjOurn
here taught their neighbors, the pueblos, the rudiments  of
the  art.
The lure of gold which prompted most, if not all, of the
early Spanish conquests, was definitely responsible for their
explorations into this territory.    It was the Spaniards who
gave this nomadic tribe their name of Apaches de Navajoa,
their own name for their race being "Tinnai,'' or "Tinneh,''
meaning "The People."
At this time the Navajos were a wild and warlike race,
clothed with a covering made of the skins of small animals,
hunting,  their  mteans  of  subsistence;  their  chief  industry,
that of raiding and plundering their more industrious neigh-
bors.
It was during the conquest Of Onate in 1598 that sheep
were introduced into New Mexico and the Pueblo tribes, who
at that  time were  weaving  cotton  fabrics,  soon  abandoned
their  cultivation  of  i;he  plant  for  the  easier  spinning  and
weaving of wool.
Due entirely to the Spanish rule of oppression and their
methods  of extortion,  many of  the  Pueblos  deserted  their
villages  and  joined  the  Navajos.    This  number  was  mate-
rially increased following the Pueblo revolt in  1680 and the
subsequent  re-conquest.by  DeVargas  in  1692,  for  having
been free from the spanish yoke of tyranny for twelve years
many refused  to  again  subject themselves to  it.    This not
only increased the Navajo tribe, but, without their knowing
it, laid the foundation for their Present industry.
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By this time  the Navajos had  acquired large flocks of
sheep, mainly by pillage, but partly through barter, though
they had made  no  effort to  use the wool,  utilizing only the
meat  for  food.    Necessity,  the  Mother  of Invention,  aided
perhaps by a series  of severe winters,  caused them to  seek
a more substantial raiment, which would withstand the ele-
ments and afford them a greater protection than the  skins
of animals.    Therefore they willingly permitted the pueblo
members of their tribe to teach them the principles of weav-
ing.   At first the fabrics were crude and of uneven texture,
but ,even so they filled a long felt need. Little by little they
leamled to spin a finer yam and make a fabric large enough
to afford the protection they desired.
The Navajo's spinning device is extrem,ely crude in that
it consists  solely of a stick about one-half inch  in diameter
and  about  thirty inches  in  length.    A  disc  shaped  piece  of
wood  wit;h  a hole in  the  center is  fitted on  the  stick  about
twenty  inches  from   the  end.-   After  the  wool  has  been
washed,  scoured  and  carded,  the  Indian  woman  begins  to
spin her yam, first taking a handful of wool and rolling it
into a loose rope, which she starts winding around the stick.
The  yam produced by the first winding is too coarse to be
woven, so the process is repeated until the yarn is reduced
to  a smaller thread and  she has  spun  enough  wool for the
fabric she intends  weaving.    In  some  of the finer blankets
of today the  yam has  been re-spun as many as  seven  and
eight times.    Incidentally,  it is interesting to note that to-
day the Navajo still uses this sam,e spinning device.
As the old original fabrics were first woven into blanket
sizes, the term t:blanket'' is still applied to practically every-
thing the NavaJO Weaves,  though in later years,  as the de-
mand was cr.eated, other sizes were woven and while today
their fabric ls used essentially as rugs, the term ''blanket''
js still applied by common consent.
A  Navajo  and  his  hogan,  or  "house".
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The  first blankets  were woven  Of White  WOOL  only,  but
shortly they added stripes of black, made from the Wool of
the  black  sheep.    That  the  untutored  mind  Of the  Savage
was  groping about for  something,  the knowledge of. which
was  unknown  to  them,  is  evidenced  by  their  experlmentS.
First by  adding  black  stripes  and  second  by mixing black
wool  with  white  and  making  What  iS  knOlm  aS  {'SheeP'S
grey.''   Their blankets then appeared in alternating Stripes
of black, white and g-fey.
In 1680 bayeta cloth made its appearance and its intro-
duction, without a doubt;, led the Navajos to  seek other Col-
ors, at least it created the desire and later laid the founda-
tion for the most beautiful aboriginal fabrics in our country.
Bayeta is a cochineal-dyed fabric, the Warp and WOOF Of
which  were of  such  equal  size  and texture  that it COuld be
unraveled and woven again into the Navajo blank,ets, though
great  skill  was  required  in  handling  it.    As  cochineal  is  a
product  of  Mexico,  it  is  reasonable  to  suppose  it  found  its
way into the early European markets and evemtually to Eng-
land.    Bayeta was  originally manufactured  in  Manchester,
England, taken from there to Spain and from  Spain it was
sent  to the  traders in  New  Spain,  or Mexico  where it was
bartered or sold by them to the Indian traders who had ac-
cess to the Navajo country.    Naturally, it was very expen-
give and the great skill required in unraveling and re-weav-
ing it led 'them to weave only narrow stripes of bayeta into
their  blankets.
prior to 1680, practically all Navajo blankets were with-
out color, excepting natural colors, white, black and sheep's
grey.   As bayeta was a dull mahogany red in Color it Proved
the needed  stimulus  to  the  Indian mind,  for they then be-
gan  casting  about,  experimenting  with  plants  and  roots,
and colors proper were found.
Following the weave by periods as eVidenCed by age and
texture, it is found that yellow was the- first of the Native
dyes.    A  light  yellow  was  produced  by  steeping  the  leaves
of  the  peach  and  a  brighter  and  more  attractive  one  was
made from the flower heads of the Bilelovia Graveolens.    A
dark yellow was made from the root of a plant called "rab-
bit wood.'j
The  traders  at  this  time  introduced  indigo  and  PrOIJ-
ably-Brazil Wood, the latter being a red dye-Stuff diSCOVere lL
in  south  America  by  the  Spanish  explorer  Cabral,  taken
from there to European ports, from which it was re-Shipped
to this continent.
Having  blule  and  yellow,  the  Navajos  learned  to  pro-
duce a green by combining the two.    As black became more
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popular,  on  account  of  its  symbolical  importance,  they  re-
quired  more  and  of a  deeper  shade  than  was  produced  by
the wool from their black shleep.    It was found that by com-
bining  a  decoction  of  the  leaves  of  the  sumac  with  native
yellow  ochre  and  the  gum  of  the  pinon  that  a  very  good
black  could be  produced.
In  the evolution  of the blanket from thte  coarse  article
of necessity to the beauty of barbaric fancy produced later,
the squaw's whole nature was changed.    slowly she became
a slave of the blank,et and was working out her destiny with-
out knowing it.   Gradually the spirit of her work grew, with
colors  and  pattems  springing  into  being-colors  and  pat-
terns that even astonished her, and she began to weave her
whole soul into the meshes of her work.
The severe plainness of the coarse, rough early fabrics
-things  of utility only-prompt us  to  wonder what influ-
ence was at work in the mind of the native womlan that led
her up from the state of mere utility to the high,er plane of
color and pattern.    It may be the IndianJs love for color in-
spired this departure and later was stimulated by a natural
artistic  instinct.    Perhaps  it  may  have  been  the  ancient
Pueblo pottery which gav,e her the idea of putting color into
the  blanket,  taking  form  and  growing  step  by  step  until,
after a century of loving labor, the Navajo blanket was born
of a parentage of utility and a savage love for things beau-
tiful.
The Navajo squaw follows no patterns, all figures being
evolved as she works, weaving entirely as her fancy dictates,
which   accounts  for  the  distinctive  individuality  of  each
blanket.
It is not every blanket that has  a  definite meaning in
its design, but frequently are found blankets into whose pat-
tems the squaw has woven in symbolical figurles, the tales of
many  stirring  events.     The  colors,  the  stripes,   squares,
crosses  and  zig-zag  diamonds  are not  meaningless  desigrls.
Every design may  be  reduced  to  straight lin,es and have  a
very definite meaning to the Navajo.
The Swastika, or ansated cross, an evolution from the
Greek cross,  and so long an embleml of thle  Ayran  tribes of
Europe, is found on some of the very oldest Navajo fabrics.
This  does not necessarily imply  that because  the  swastika
is found on the very old Navajo blanket, its prleSlenCe iS evi-
d-ence  that  the  Navajo  is  remotely  of  Asiatic origin.    The
Swastika appears on some of the pottery found in the cliff
dwenings  and it is highly possible  the  pueblos  inherited  it
fT-Om  them  and  the  Navajos,  in  tum,  copied  it  from  the
Pueblos.
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In 1863 the United  States  Govemment sent a force Of
soldiers into the field under the leadership of Kit Carson, to
put an end to the depredations constantly being perpetrpte.d
by the Navajos.    He was successful in capturing the Pr.1nC1-
pal leaders and compelling a general surrlender.   The prison-
ers  were  taken  to  Fort  Summer,  New  Mexico,  where  they
were held until  1867,  at which  time,  upon  their Promise tO
be good, they were retumed to their present home and their
reservation was assigned to them.   While the present reser-
vation  does  not nearly  cover  the  original  area  occupied  by
them, it is wholly within the lines of their first occupation.
The  reservation  contains  12,000  square  miles  or  7,680,000
acres.
upon their return the govemment paid them four an-
nuities and in 1869 distributed a large number of sheep and
goats  among  them.    since  that  time  they  have  been  self-
supporting,  with  the  exception  of  the  winter  of  1894-95,
when, on account of drought and crop failures, the govern-
ment distributed rations to prevent suffering.
Regarding the  so-called factory imitations Of the Nav-
ajo  blanket,  there  is  not  even  a  Similarity;  there  are  faC-
tories,  however,  whose  product  is  "Indian  style  blankets,"
but their texture, weave  and  design  differ widely from the
Navajo made fabric.    Not infrequently do We find blankets
in  which  the  squaw,  after  starting  the  pattem,  has made
changes and added characters, which could hardly have been
intended  when  she  began  the  fabric.    This  may be  due  to
her forgettiing the original pattern she had in mind, or per-
Laps her fancy suggested the change.
In all machine made fabrics the Pattem Which goes into
the beginning must necessarily be thle same when it comes
out at the end,  as no machine has  ever been invented that
will change desigrlS, Or Patterns, after the fabric has Started
through the loom.
The  Navajo  weaves  may be  divided  into  four  general
classes:  the very old in natural colors ;  the bayeta; the "na-
live wool with native dyes," and the Germantoun.   By "na-
five  wool,''  is  meant  the  natural  wool  as  taken  from  the
Navajo sheep, the natural black, White and grey.    The term
bayeta, is applied to blankets in which some of this material
is  shown.    By  "native  dyes,"  is  meant  the  COlors  made  by
the  Navajos without outside  assistance.    Indigo  having  a1-
ways been used with colors produced by them, it is included
among  the  native  dyes;  by  "Germantown,"  is  meant  the
blankets  woven  from  the  commercial  "Germantown  yam."
The  old  blankets  may  be  divided  into  early  and  later
types, with respect to their patterns.    The very first blan-
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k-ets  were plain white  fabrics.    The  early pattern blankets
have broad stripes of black and white only-their first crude
conception of design.    The  second  consists  of broad  stripes
of black, white and grey, the grey being a mixture of black
and white wool,  thus marking the  second  step  toward pat-
term design.
The  bayeta  blankets  may  be  separated  into  two  divi-
sions, the first being blankets with narrow stripes of bayeta
red altemated with wider stripes of natural colors ,I  stripes,
constituting the entire pattern effect.   In the second is found
the  development of the  more  complicated  designs  in  which
the  conception  of  symbols  made  its  first  applearance  and
from. this time on has grown to the elaborate system of sym-
bolical  figures  which  are  firmly  established  in  the  blanket
today.   The bayeta is no longer used, having passed out en-
tirely about  1875.
Woven into certain  old and very valuable  Navajo blan-
kets are found  the  colors red,  yellow and green,  the  shades
and texture differing from anything else found in the Navajo
weaves.    These  colors  antedate  the  bayeta and  native  dye
periods, they are strong and unlike anything developed later
by  them  and  are  traced  to  discarded  army  uniforms-the
red coat of the infantry,  the  yellow of the cavalry and the
green  of  the  medical  staff.    There  have  been  times  in  all
countries  when  the  surplus  of army  clothing has been  sold
for  anything it would  bring  and  in  cases  where  the  colors
were  such  as  to  attract  the  eye  of  the  primitive  people,  it
has been purchased by traders for barter.   There is no doubt
but that some of this clothing found its way into the Navajo
country, being`utilized by them in the same manner in which
bayeta was treated later, raveled and worked into the blan-
kets.    These blankets are  the oldest in which  colors  appear
and are very rare.
The Navajo blanket  should be our most treasured pos-
session as an outstanding example of an all-American fabric®
Born  of  necessity  in  the  minds  of  an  untutored  race,  its
blending of colors, though barbaric, is ever harmonious  and
whten placed  on our floors  gives the room  the home-like  at-
mosphere we  so much  desire.    In perfect accord, with  itself
it seems to fit in almost any place and will not quarrel with
its  surroundings.
It does not need a prophet to foresee th,e day, which is
not  far  distant,  when  the  production  of  Navajo  blankets
will be very limited, if not entirely stopped.    Its arrival will
herald the death-knell of one of America's most interestingr
arts.    The  ,establishment  o±'  Indian  schools  throughout  the`
reservation by our government has taught the Navajo new,
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and  better,  ways  of  living  and  eaming  an  existence. ¬  The
child of today who is taught domestic science will find great-
er remunerative  qualities  in her  culinary  art,  consequently
she  will  not  replace  the  squaw  of  yesterday  at  the  loom.
Added to  this,  the  men  are  being taught  tO  improve  their
sheep,  but  improved  wool  does  not  work  into  blankets  as
well as the native wool.
Let us not lament the progrleSS and development of the
Navajo race ;  rather, we  should  extend  tO  them the  assist-
ance which for centu1-ieS they have been denied, but aS  the
inevitable approaches, let us treasure the blanket more dear-
1y,  remembering that  it  emerged  from  utter  darkness  and
fostered by a savage mind, has risen to the heights of beauty
-a gem of barbaric weaving, an all-American fabric-The
Navajo Blanket.
painted   Desert,   Northern   Arizona.
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Botany  of the pike Bay Summer  Camp
of the Ames Foresters
By  L.  H.  PammeI
The summer camp of the Foresters of Iowa State Col-
1ege for 1925 was located on Pike Bay, which is a large bay
of Cass Lake.   There are many lakes in the region, of which
the  most  important  is  Cass  Lake,  named  after  Governor
Cass.   Of the other lakes, mention may be made of Big Lake,
Rice  Lake,  Grace  Lake,  Lake  Andrusia,  Wolf  Lake,  Moss
Lake, Twin Lakes, and Lake Thirteen.   They are all of gla-
cial origin.    The Mississippi River empties into wolf Lake,
thence into Lake Andrusia and leaves Cass Lake at its north-
easterly end.
This region is an ideal place for recreation.    The U.  S.
Forest Service has therefore made provision for this in the
Minnesota National Forests.   It has made provision for sev-
eral  camping  sites.    or these,  mention  may  be  made  of
Camp Wanaki for boys on the east shore of cass Lake. This
is surrounded by some magnificent Norway Pine and iS near
an old Indian camp site, where may be found an abundance
of the common smooth sumach, undoubtedly planted by the
Indians.    The  Civil  Engineering  Department  of the  state
University also maintains a camp on the east shore of cars
Lake.    The  Forest  Service  has  also  established  a  number
of free .camp grounds, kept in excellent shape by the Forest
SupervlSOr,  Mr.  Marshall.    The  recreation  in  this  national
forest has become a large major use.
One  of the  most  interesting  phases  of the  region  are
the  islands  in  Cass  Lake.    The  largest  of  these  is  star
Island,  with  Lake  Windigo,  and  a  short  distance  from  it,
Cedar  Island.    The  Ames  Foresters  spent  the  summer  of
1914  on  this  island.    Here  may be  found the  forest  prim-
Oval lof white and  Norway pine.    The writer published  an
account  of this  interesting  region  in  a  paper,  c'The  Flora
of Star Island and Vicinity."   This paper gives an ecological
account  of  Star  IslaIld  and  a  list  of  plants  found  by  the
writer.
The Minnesota National Forest contains  195,000 acres,
though  it  was  originally the  intention  of the  government
to have a national forest containing something over 400,000
acres of land.   Certainly this sandy and swampy area is best
suited  for the growing of forest trees  rather than  its  use
for agriculture.
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one of the interesting side trips made by the class was
to  Lake  Itasca,  one  of  Minnescta's  great  state Parks  con-
taining, I believe, something over 30,000 acres of land, with
a fine virgin stand of white,  Norway and jack Pine, arbOr-
vitae, black spruce, white spruce, tamaraCk and balsam fir.
Many fine hard woods also occur, like the hard maple  (Acer
sa,cc7LCl7`caon,) ,    red    maple     (Ace7o    73owZ,7oow7ra) ,    quaking    aSPen
(popevztts  f7ne"ttZoo-des) ,large toothed aspen  (PopowZows  G7'a,ca-
do-deyatcL±CL) ,  balm  Of  gilead   (P.   ba;!sc,77,¢/e7'¢) ,  Paper  birch~(uE5tvtlii;vvbL;i_-;ire;a) : p\ack``  oqk Que;ope _. elb`b=e_¬~o_i_d~gLi^s`)i:
basswood    (ro-l{cL  0,7raer6ctL7CCL) ,   American   and   Slippery  elm
(uJy71us    CI77ae7o¢CowCb   and   U.   /avZt,cL),    green   and   black   ash
(F"La;{y1"S  Zav72,CeOZcLfa, and F.  yao'g7ACL) .     From a floristic stand-
point  the  region  reminds  us,  except  for  the  conifers,  of
northeastern Iowa.
The region is, however, interesting from another Stand-
point.    It is intensely glaciated.    The rolling morainic hills
succeed each other for miles and from the highest Of these
a  fine  panoramic view  of the country may  be  had.    These
morainic  hills  are covered with trees,  Or Were at One time.
In the  glacial  depressions  are  numerous  lakes  and  sloughs.
The  altitude  of  Lake  Itasca  is  something  less  than  1500
feet ; if I recall  clorrectly,1473 feet.    The highes.I moraines
are perhaps  1700 feet.    In elevation these mOralneS  Can be
compared with the altitude of Lake Okoboji, the lake itself
being but 23 feet more in altitude than the highest POint in
pilot Knob State Pal-k.    The Pilot Knob elevation is there-
fore the highest point midway between the Mississippi and
Missouri  slopes  and  the  highest  POint  between  the  Ozarks
and Lake Itaska.    Another parallel  may be made;  namely,
the rolling glaciated hills of Pilot Knob are similar tO those
of the Lake Itasca region.
The Itasca park region iS interesting historically. Zebu-
Ion Montgomery Pike, in his endeavor tO find the SOurCe Of
the  Mississippi  River,  spent  some  tine  in  the  Cass  Lake
region, thoroughly explored Cass Lake and .the other lakes,
followed  up  the  shores  Of  this  lake,  Passing  the  Present
Episcopal Indian Boys' School, and thence to Lake Andrusia,
up the river to Lake Itasca, which he considered the Source
of the  Mississippi.    Coves  has  fully  described  this  in  the
re-publication of Pike's account.    Elk lake, a small connect-
ing lake,  is the  real  source  of the  Mississippi  River.    This
work of cowes should be read by those who are interested
in exploration.    Every detail  of  Pike's journey was traced
by Cowes.
In taking up the botanical Problem Of Pike Bay and the
region of cass Lake, we may discuss this under the follow-
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ing heads :  (1)  Plant Invasion;  (2)  Cut Over Clearings,  (3)
Aquatic Vegetation;  (4)_  Plants of a Jack Pine Bum;  (5)
Plants of No]way Pine Forest;  (6)  An Advanced  Swamp
Stage  of  the  Ca,7®e#  /0-Z¢-/oyonds  type;   (7)   Some  Plants  of
Itasca State Park.I  (1)   J7Ot;¢d¢-70gr PZarots.    All forested and prairie regions
have been greatly modified because of the invasion of exotic
plants. The plants commonly called weeks soon appear where
the  forest  is  removed.    Before  the  advent  of  white  man,
where fires destroyed forests, the invading plants were all
native, and the more important of these were the fire weed
(EptlobbM;m  Cungusti,fOtivm) ,  a,nd  (Ereohiites _hieTaJck.i_chP) ,
horseweed    (E7o¢®gre7-O%   C¢7C¢de7CSds) ,   red   raspberry    (R%Z,c4S
bdaeus VZIT.  a,Culea,tiSSdmus) , everlasltng  (Anteunarin pZcun-
tcLgfroO'/OZ¢cL) ,  and  hair grass   (Ag7®OS£ds  7a2/e%CLZds) .     The  fol-
lowing invading plants are found along the roads and camp
on Pike Bay :  white cockle  (Leyofo7L4'S ¢ZbcL) , PigWeed  (Arm¢7a-
a,ndhu8 TetrOfZettus) , \aJ"b'S qualiterS  (Chenododinm album) ,
smartweed  or  lady  thumb   (PoZgrgo7,%77,  Be7'S¢-Ca,7'in) ,  goose
grass   (PoZ2/gOca%77®  ¢¢¢C%haye) ,   Which  iS   Eurasian,   larger
goose grass  (P.  e7'eCt%77a) , large native goose grass  (P. y¢77¢-
osdss¢770%77®) ,  a  typical  Prairie  Plant;  Sheep  SOrre1   (R%7"e#
AcetoseZZc,) , white clover  (T7'¢/OZ¢-%m 7®ePe7,S) , red Clover  (I.
aprouten8e) ,  Pepper  grass    (Lapbdinm   apetalum) ,  rrrasta,Td
(Brassbca,  arvensbs) ,  +umb\e  m:ustard   (Sdsymbrinm  alti8-
sbmum) ,  smaller  re,gweed  (Ambpro8in  urtemtsdifOZin) ,  yajr-
row  (A.clwlZea, towulosou) ,  evening prLrmrose  (Oenothera  bb-
e7a%¢'S) ,    SOW   thistle     (So7&CfaC4S    a,y'¢e7,S¢S) ,    Canada   thistle
(C¢y's¢%ow  a,7't,e%Se) ,  timothy  (Pfu!e%on p7'CLfe7®Se) ,  blue grass
(Poa, prateusds) , halt  grass  (Agrostis  kyemohis) ,  red tap
(Agro8tis alba,) , green ¬OXtail  (Setariv viridis) .
(2)      Coot  Ot,e7  C'Zea,7%-%g8.     The  clearings  adjacent  to
the  road  contained  the  following  grasses:  tall  blue  stem
(Andro'pogon   provincinZbs) ,   byome   grass    (Bromu8   KcLl,-
rm6¢) ,  hair  grass   (Ag7®OStO'S  7Leye77aCLZds) ,  blue  grass   (Pocb  p7oO-
£e%so-s),  fowl  meadow  grass   (PocL  *y¢/Zo7'a,) ,  Wheat  grasses
(AgTbbyTOn  CCouinum,-A.  Rbe1"'dsoinb) ,  dad  gras{  (DcLn-
thoavin  spbcata) ,  blue   joful   (Calama,gro8tis   CamadenSbS) ,
June  grass   (KoeZeydr  c7®dsf¢£¢),   drOPSeed  grass   (M%faZe"-
bergin gZomeratcb) , wild lr!Je  (Ekymus  can,adensds) .
The following native shrubs and herbaceous plants are
associated with this grass flora : mountain balm  (AgcLS£¢C7Le
Foe%¢c%Z%") ,  white  weed   (E,a-ge7®Oco  7'C,77®O8ovS) ,  horse  mint
(Moocar`dr onoZZ¢-s) , hedge nettle  (Stoofogrs aspepr¢) ,  Missouri
golden  rod   (SoZ¢'drgo  Mdsso%7'0®ettS¢'S) ,  harebell   (Oa,rmparo%Za
o£tt%d¢foZ6a,) ,  Canadian lettuce  (IAICtttC¢ CaL%aldeusds) ,  blaZ-
ing  sta,I  (hiatTis  SPbCata,) ,  rrLea,bow  SurLflOWer  (HeZinndhus
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g¢gcb7,tears) ,  black  eyed  SuSan   (Z3%dbecfo{ov  flo-7-fob) ,  Perennial
ra,gweed   (Ambrosia  pst,lostcLClvyou) ,  bOnesct   (Eupatorinm
pe7a/O7in£%ow) ,  northern  bed  straw   (GcLZ{%770  I,o7oeC,Ze) ,  catch-
ELy  (Stlene cmtirThina) , tine finger  (Potenttha, monspdi,en-
sds) ,  wild  vetch   (V¢'c¢-a;  coroZfro¢6L7an) ,  Pale  vetch   (LcL£foey7o%S
oc7L7'OZe%ce4S) ,  Indian  hempl   (Apocey70%77,  CCL7®7anbfro%%) ,  Win-
tergreen     (Gcb%Z£7aey¢cL   P7®OOtt,77ObettS) ,    Indian    pipe     (fl4o7®O-
t7®OPCL  %70¢/Zo7oCL) ,  Small  false  Solomon's  seal   (MaJdr%ffaem%7n
canundense) ,   fire  weed   (Epi;lobinm   a;mgusti,falinm) ,-rush
(Juncus  sT,.\ , bralke  (Pterbs  arluilincL) .
The following shrubs  and trees  occur with the herba-
ceous plants :  lead plant  (A77®O7'Phov  CCL7,eSCe7tS) ,  New Jersey
tea    (Ce6L7¬Otfo%S   Ot)¢f%S) ,   Smooth   SumaCh    (RJL%S   gZcbbycL) ,
stabhorn   sumach   (Z3fa%s   f2/P7LO-%a,) ,   Peaked   hazel    (Co74eyZtts
7'OS£,aLtaL) ,   common   hazel    (Co7®grZ%s   cL77,e7®0'CCb7a¢) ,   SnOWberry
(Symphorhoa;apos  TaeemOSurS) ,  Pin  cherry   (Pprwmue  penn-
seyZuo7adCCL),   Sand   Cherry    (P.   p%rm{Z6L),   burr   Oak    (Q%e7®C%S
ma,erocarpa) ,  northerrL  Pin  Ock    (Q.   EZttspsodda,hs) ,   Ted
maple   (Acer  7o7,,b7^ev7ra) ,  bush  maple   (Acer  sxp¢cc,¬ttffis) ,  hard
maple   (4.  scLCCha7®%77,) ,  Prairie Willow   (S¢Zo-#  b%rmjZds) ,  poi-
son ivy  (Rh,us tottkcodendron) , rose  (Rosa, Woodsit) , JfrolC`er±-
can  elm    (Ud77,%S  CL770e7rfCovLCL) ,   Slippery  elm    (UZ77,%S  /%Zt;cL) ,
basswood   (r{Zo-cb  cL770er¢CC,7®CL) ,  large  toothed  aSPen   (Pop%Zc6S
g7®a,%dO|de71*6LtC,),   balm   Of   gilead    (P.   bcLZsa,7%¢/erCb)  ;   in   low
ground,  quaking aspen  (P.  t7®e77a%Zoo®cZes) ,  paper  birch   (Bet-
%ZcL   P¢Pgr7oO-/e7®CL) ,   black   ash    (F7qCL#inus   wig7'¢) ,   buCkthOrn
(Z3fac,770%ttS  CLZ7,¢/OZ¢-a) .    The-conifers  in  the  forest  are  white
pine   (P¢'7®%S  Sfyobcds) ,  Norway  pine   (P.   7'eSO-%OS¢),  White
spruce  (P¢-ceaL C¢%CLde7CS¢-S) ,  black SPruCe  (P.  77®ar®¬'CL%¢) ,  tam-
arzLck  (Lorbtt Zarheina) 9 8,rtoOr VitZLe  (Th,uja occtd,entahi8) .
(3)     Aqc4¢±0'C  Vege*cLt¢O7¢.     The  area  considered  lies  in
the Minnesota National Forest in Pike Bay and to the west
of it.    There was  little vegetation  except floating algae  in
water to a depth of 18 feet or more.   The Zonal distribution
was found to be  Ufpro-c%Zar®¢-cL U%Zgrards var.  cL%e70-CC,%¢ in rath-
er deep water  (15 feet)  along with pond weeds like Po*¢77,0-
ge±o"  p7®OeZo73gC4S.     In  water  from  four  to  eight  feet  deepl
we found Scirpus vahidus, Vcthdsnerin 8PirahiS, Potarmogcton
%¢£c,7rs, aS Well aS Chara sp.    The white water lily  (Cc,std,Zfro
Gttbe7®OS¢) ,  occurred in Water Varying in  dePt  Of 2 to 4 feet,
also _cro_w£99t  (R_ununculus a,quattl_bs, va.y. capbZZaceus) , spat-
ter  dock  (IV2/mPhaeCt Odt,e7,6L) ,  and  WaterWeed  (EZodeo  oa,ya-
¢de7as¢S) .    On the margin of the bay such plants  as AZ¢'s77a¢
Pidxptag9 V?I. apeeriPamP, wild _rice  (Zbzowin palu8tris) ,  aJY-
r_pprheErd   _(Sa,a_itturin   heteropkyZZa,) ,   a,chtixll    (Typha  Zati,-
/Zdr)  are found.
Musfoeg  Vegef¢*o'o%.    The  muskeg  swamp,  an  old arm
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of  pike  Bay,  now  filled  up  by the  accumulation  Of  Organic
matter from the decay of water and other plants,  contains
an interesting flora.    The shore line is somewhat sandy in
places where the muskeg is a few feet above the water level
of the bay.   The following a1-e some Of the Plants : Labrador
tezL  (Ledium  groenZundbcqum) ,  marsh qua,`r±g9h_a   (C.altfu.cL  Pal-
ustTi8) , horstcha,Ils  (Equisetum pahas.ire) ,_  (E.  syiva,tbcwmQ,
cranberry   (Va,cc¢%o'%77a  770CLC7'OCCLrPO%) ,  sphagnum  moss,  ar-
bor  vitae   (rfoco,'cb  occ¢devrafazo'8) ,  black  spruce   (Po-cec,  "cl,¢'-
¢71CL) ,  balsam   (AZ,¢es   bc,Zs¢770e¢) ,  huckleberry   (GcLe/Zusscbco-a
ba,cccL±C,) ,   highbuSh   Cranberry    (Vo'btt7o7a¢,rm   Oxp"7tts.    var) ,
dwarf  birch   (B£outtZcI  2,a,770¢'a,) ,   SundeW   (I),osero-a  7¢Ot"ttCZ¢-
/ozin) ,   pitcher   plant    (so7^yCbCe7C{Cl   xptt7o2,ou7'eC,) ,   swamp   Wi1-'\ow  i(Sdhiac pediGuhaTbS) , uCHbeaJn  (_Menycwhh9S tri`fOtwhaQ,
1eatherleaf    (C7LCl77aC,eCZo,2,7Lcoe   CCIZgrcttZcl±cb) ,   rattlesnake   grass
(Glyceria, cdrnadensbs) ,-white hqupb_ctl_ (_Cap?parmbqu~apar.in-
oo'des) ,  alder   (AZ70us  ¢70Ca;7,CL) ,  Pink  lady's  slipper   (Cgr2,7odye-
divm- -hirsutuin) ,  shictd  £em   (A8vidwim  nOapebOreSee_nO_e) ,
dewberry   (R%b%s   ccL7urdeusds) ,   dwarf   raspberry   (R%bus
tprkfzorui) ,  cotton  Era.ss   (Erioph9_rum  V_krgwhequap) , `bea,keg
willow  (scLJ{#  7®OSt7^CbfC,) ,  hoary  Willow   (S.  ccb7tCZ,¢dcb) ,  boneset
(Eapatorinm  perfottatum) ,   (E.  purqu_prpm) .    .Adjauce.IT~t _t.0
the  muskeg  swamp   there   is   some   shiny   willow    (Sdr¢#
z%c{dc,) ,   beaked   willow    (ScLZ¢a;    7®OSt7]CbtC,) ,     Claytoris    fern
(osmindi   czaytonivra) ,  June  tryerry_   (Aape_Zun`Gh_ier   SPiC=
¢fcL)  ; On the higher banks, SumaCh  (Z3fa%s gZcLb7'0) , hazel nut
(coryzus  cbmericcuna) , pin cherry  (  PTW?uS Pen_neyivongiva) ,
Canadian goldenrod  (SoZ6drgro c¢73a,de7,Sis)  ; in lower P]aCeS,
the  following:   golden  rod   (SoZo-dcLgO  Se7®OtO-%¢) ,   (S.  grpra,m¢-~
foZ¢cL) ,  and  Spanish  needle    (Bo'de7tS   t7®0-C7LOSPe7®771Cb) .
(4)     Plants  Of  a Ja,ck Pine  Burn.    rFhis_ zLreav WZ\_a_jpet
west  of  the  Minnesota  National  Forest  and  west  of  Pike
Bay.   The following species of plants were found :  (I am in-
debted to Mr.  H.  Scholz, E.  Hill,  R.  Sonner and M.  M.  Cox
for the following data on the plat percentages.)
The  following  plants  were  found  in  great  numbers:
Prairie  willow   (ScbZo'#  fa%77,%Zis) ,  wild  rose   (Rosal  woocZs{{) ,
blazing   star    (Lfrot7®¢-S   P2/C7,OS£C,Cfa2/CL) ,   Missouri   goldenrod
(Soldda,go   missourbensbs) ,   £rz\grant   goldenrod    (Sottdego
%e77OO7oCbZo's) ,   bush   honeysuckle    (Do-e7®t,0'ZZcL   Zo70¢-Ce7®¢) ,   Indian
tohoahc,co  (A. pwhndcbgin¢fotha) , wild oaks  (Da;ndhonin spi,caha) ,
bell   flower    (C¢77®CLPca%ha    yaO±%7tdO-/OZdr),     New    Jersey    tea
(Ceamtlous ovatus) , ha.wk weed  (Hberacinm scabprum) , blue
zLster  (Aster Zaevis) , beaurberry  (Arcto8tapkyZos  Uva-urs¢) ,
tall   blue   stem    (47td7®OPOgO73   P74O¢¢-7¬C¢-CLZis) ,    Indian    beard
gra,ss  (Soapha¬trum nutans) , w±hiergreerL  (GauZtherdcL PrO-
ctt7"be%S),   rock   rose    (HeZo®a;70t7Le77®tt77,    ova,,-%S),    lead   Plant
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(A77,O7~P7L¢    CowLeSCeraS) ,    ragWart     (Se7teC¢O    CL%pre7CS) ,    large
flowering goldenrod  (SoZ¢-ergo speco-oscL) , Pale vetch  (La,tbey-
TuS  OCluraleueus) .
Percentage of Plants  on  Fifteen-Year-Old Jack Pine Burn
Name             Scientic Name                      Percentage
Lead plant
Kinnikinnik
BIue stem
June grass
Missouri  goldenrod
Blue aster
Sedge
Choke cherry
Indian  tobacco
Blue  violet
Since  this
Amorpha  caJneSCenS
ATctOStapkyZos UvaJ-ur8i,
Andropoqon  Proruincdrli,s
Poa, praten8i,S
SoZeda,ao mdssouri,ensi,s
Aster  I,aJeVis
Curece  sD.
PTun;uS Virginivmou
4_apt_eunarha  pZcwhagbwi,Icia,
Vi,ol,a,  cuculha±a
3.8
13.5
9.3
1.2
1.5
.6
67.5
.5
1.6
.5
plot  did  not  include  all  the  plants  studied,
data was obtained from other parties who took similar 3x3
plotq   ,q,nd  the
carded :
following  counts  and  percentages  were  re-
Plot II-
Tall blue stem
Blazing Star
Goldenrod
Wintergreen
Bearberry
Blue aster
Indian tobacco
Sedge
Ragwort,
Plot III-
Goodyear
New Jersey tea
Dogwood
False SolomonJs seal
Princejs  pine
Blue  aster
Strawberry
Raspbefry
Jack pine
Wintergreen
Partridge berry
Rose
Twinflower
Blueberry
The  following
Amdropogon  Provimci,cdis
Liv±ris  pycybostaJCkya
SoitdAIgO  mi,8SOuri,enSis
Ga;ultherin procurmbens
ArctostapkyZos UvaJ-urSb
Aster I,ouevbs
4ndermarin  plo;ndaginbfalin
Carets sp.
Seneci,o cl,upreus
Epbpactus  pubescen8
Cecunothue  ovatus
Corm;us  ca;owdensis
Smll,oJCina  tTdfalha
Chimaplwhcb  umbeIlata
Aster  I,a,evbs
FraJgarid  VirginivmAI
Rubus trbfLoTuS
Pbrmus   divcuri,ccckcb
Gaultheri,cb  procwmbens
Mitchella, ravens
Rosa,  Woodsit
Limmaea boyealis
C®
Cut+
rotltUcotlcoO!qC»
I.®®®IorlT+out+OOO`COt`:
1
4
ll
14
4
1
1
5
1
15
15
2
24
Va,ccdvi,um  pennsyZvandcum
`plants   occur  in   a  Jack  pine  forest
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Orchid   (Sp¢7-owtfaes  rOm¢»ZO#¢'ar®O) ,  reindeer  lichen   (CZa+
doqha Ta;indbferina,) , Princess Pine  (Ch_bqup_h¢tou_un±bet_hata)_ ,
false  Solomon's  seal  (S77®0-Za,cfro¢  tfro/oZdr) ,  shin  leaf  (P2,prOZ¢
ezz¢pt¢o¢)`,  dwarf  dogwood   (Co7'7,ore  OCLowC!e73Sis) ,  Pale  vetch
(LiatkyTus  Ochffaleapus) ,  don _berry   (Pwhrys. oa;owdene.is_) ,
blueberry   (V¢oc¢-7aO-e4%  Pero71SeyZ¢cL7®0-C%ow) ,  Wintergreen   (Pgr-
7'Oha m{7aO7') ,  Wild  rose  (Rosa,  Wood8¢¢) ,  Sedge  (Cared;  sp.) ,
northern bed straw  (GaLZ¢-%on  bo7®enZe) ,  columbine  (Aqetar,¢'L
egrdr   cow¢cZe%sds) ,   wild   sarsaparilla    (A7'a,tin   %%d¢ccL%Zds) ,
ha,Eel   (CoTyZus  a,meriouow) ,  pin  cherry  _(Pr_un_1l§  Pe"apyZ-
c,a,%o-cc,) ,  red  maple   (doer  4~e4Z,7'%77®) ,  SPeckled  alder   (AZ%c48
¢'%cc,tan) ,   Prairie   willow    (Sa,Z¢-#   ha77,%Z¢-s) ,   service   berry
(AmeZamchier spdeata,) , pa,Ttr±dge berry  (Mitohalid repeus) I
Two plots were taken in the Jack pine plot, one 3x3 and
another 32x32.   The percentages were figured out as for the
burnt over plot.
Plot I-Clayey sand.   Herbaceous Plants.
Common Name             Scientific Name                    Percentage
Dwarf dogwood
Pale vetch
False Solomon's seal
Dewberry
Partridge berry
Bl'ueberry
Wild  rose
Sedge
Northern bed straw
Shin leaf
Columbine
Wild sarsaparilla
We  also  found
or I|innouea, borealis.
Corrvus camaden8is
LathyTuS  Och,prOIJeueus
Smj,hacino tri,iakin
Rubus  coma,d,en8is
MttcheLha TePen8
Va,cchndum penusyivowioum
Ro8a, WOOdJ8it
Carece  ap.
Galtum boreale
PyralaJ rOtwmdifalin
Aqwilegin ca;mAId,eusis
Aral,in avudiouulis
among  the  general
Plot II, Shrubs and Trees
Jack pine
White pine
Red pine
N. pin oak
Burr oak
American hazel
Wild rose
Pin cherry
Red maple
Speckled alder
Prairie willow
VIite birch
2.1
2.1
7.4
7.4
23.1
12.6
2.1
31.5
5.3
3.2
1.1
2.1
plants  twin-flower
Pbmus  Bamkesivan
Pinus Strobus
Pbm,u8  Te8imOSa
Quercus  eIItp8Oi,dalis
Quercus  maeroca;apa,
Coryl;us  a;merioama,
Rosa woodsi;i
Prumrs penneyiva;ndca
Aoe7' rcobpra,
AZ%c4S  a-%Cowa,  (Out  Of habitat)
SGdico humulis
Betwha quxpyrifercb
10.1
15.2
3.9
8.9
1.2
6.3
29.1
5.1
1.2
2.5
3.9
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S  bowing   Zonal   DISTrlbuTIOn  Of     Aquatic   Plants
M,nnesotoI   National   Forest
PIKe   Bay    Region
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ge¥va#edboe¥rycod            2oony:z"ors%ccfao¢?eord8e#9c{£to                        12o-.:
(5)    Pwlnd Ty_peg in Norway P¢me.Forest. ,  rFhe`Eo+low-
ing  a`re'  some  of  the  common  plants  in  a  mature  Norway
pine forest :    prince's  pine or pipsissewa  (C7,a-rm¢;gb{Zc,  acffl-
bezzcb£o) ,   small   false   solomon's   seal    (S"{Zac¢oc¢   £7o¢/OZ¢'cI) ,
red  raspberry   (z3%bc,s  a-d¢er4S  Var.  a,C%Zea,£¢'sso-77aCrs) ,  trailing
arbutus  (Epdyc,ea 7®ePe%S) ,  Indian hemp  (Apace,"%ow cL7LdyO-
scbeffloToZ¢ouffl) , bastard toadflax  (Co"c,7,drCl or77,be!!a,£a,) , Shin
ieai  (pyroto; ;otwqu_dofohi) , _cwi_ho moss  {I.ycppo¢inap` ob`scur--vim   +a.i.   dendroededm   irnd   L. -co pwhmatum) ,. _Pha9fe_erry
(va,ccinkum   permsylv_a,ndc_un) ,   y{_i.I+erg.r.eon    (Ga;quPeriv_
brocumbens) ,-pavit±±dge  berry__(ngbtehenq,  Taper?8) ,  ]eLrFe
leaved   aster    (Aste7®   773¢C7®OPfaeyZZou8) ,   bearberry    (A7-C±OSt¢-
pluaybos Uvaruif_st)_.
percentage  of  Trees  in  Mature  Norway  and  White  Pine
Forest.
Common  Name
Norway pine
Jack pine
Name                  Percentage
pi,mds-presbhosa,
pinu8 Bcunke8innow                                 Z3.68
white+  pine                       p¬-7aus Sty-Obus                                      26.67
percentage  of  Shrubs  in  Mature  Norway  Pine  Forest.
Common Name
Prairie willow
Wild rose
Blueberry
Service berry
Red raspberry
Dewberry
Willow, dwarf
Bush honeysuckle
Botanical Name                   Percentage
Sa,hitt humulb8 15.
Ros¢ cooods¢6                                                 15.25
Va,ccfro¢%770  Pe7a7tSgrZt,a;7,¢'C%rm                   20.25
AoweZa,7®C7L{e7-SP¢COta,                                        10.25
Rubus  kdcbeus  van. a,culeatissbmus 15.25
Rubus  camcbdeasds                                 'O
Scth,tt tri,stis                                               5
D4ervi,Ilo, Londcera,                                 LO
percentage  of  Herbaceous  Plants  in  Norway  Pine  Forest.
Common Name
Partridge berry
Bearberry
Pale vetch
Aster
Everlasting
Sedge
Canadian goldenrod
Common brake
Bastard toad flax
Moccasin flower
Wild oat
Botanical  Name Percentage
Mitchdha repene
Arcto8tapkytOS UvaiJurst
Louthyrus oohpralouous
Aster maoropkyuus
Andermca;rna, phamhagi;ndfalin
Carets,  sF).
SdindaJgO  OouandenSi,8
Pteris a,qwilinaJ
ComamdTa, umbel,tw±a,
Cypripedinm aoaiule
Doumthowin sphoatcb
55.50
4.57
3.91
3.26
6.53
.65
.65
.65
.65
1.00
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Shin  leaf
Shin leaf
Trailing arbutus
Club moss
PyTO1,a; rotumdofckha
Pyrala,  ckhipthocb
Epi,gaJen rePen8
I|ycopodi;um dendroideoum
HL®roL®C»CqC®h
AnTAdyqmced,  Stagp   Squa,m_p _ o_i   th,a_  Cares  f¬Itforwi,s
rgrpe.    In this swamp,  in the vicinity of cass Lake, there
were occasional black spruce and tamarack.   The following
plants were found :  cotton grass   (E7'0-OPfaOprttrm a,¢'7®O¢-7t4-C%on) ,
sedge   (Ccl,e#  /¢'Z4-/Or77%'8) ,   black  spruce   (P¢oea,  owy'in7an) ,
horse tail  (Eg%¢-se±%% cL7o¢euse  and E.  sgrZq,aJ±0-O%rm) , harebell
(C?mpow!pela.` rot,u~gr:dif.oldr) ,   rpirit  . (M_guthq_  ca;wicrdenSi:i-,
swamp   thistle    (Co®7®SO-%rm   77,%±0|C%") ,   Canadian   goldenrod
{$9Ijgpg`o ea,pquqepeb8) , Y_I_i_i.§ r2,iS±n  ¢_Vib_urrmm caS:ioi-iridreSi
(border) , hobble bush  (V{be47o%co%  Oxptt!ae var.) ,  black cur-
I_a,nd`(Pthes Zpe?!e_ire) , I99-nee `Wee_I (E_quatoriikm purbi;;-
ee47ra) ,  bOneSet   (E.  pe7~/OZ¢-a,£ow%).     The  following  wel~e  bop-
der plants in sandy fields :  sumach  (z3ha8 gZobra,) , staghom
?xFr_a,c_I_  (Rkyapr8 .i.yPh¢fta) , Siivery r>_±i,we.ed-(Leobed stfii;i{di-,I,o_¬k..¥ose.  (Heudyrythexpumq  caha-dense, ,  ,pLca.1rie --sirirfi6wi6i
(ZZeZZin4¢£faus  xpeZ¢-oZar¢'s) ,  three-notched  cinquefoi1    (Po£eya-
till_lP___i_r}qer±^ataJ) ,  rrlFr.Sh .9inque±Oil   (Poteniha-ialiisi;;:i ,
dogyTOOd  !Cormus  .sfroZondfeTCi) , brOine  griLSS  (-B;-;iwiiir-irdt
"¢-o') ,  reed  grass   (Pfagra,g7ra¢fe8  CO""coro¢'8) ,  Cattail   (rgrxpha
k£g13}f?_i_bT) ,_  b++e  i,0_i.nd.  gias.a     (Calg,m_agTO;8±fe    tdira,d6iidrbii-,
£r±.ng`ed` or?F£s   (Fgivehariq,_  b8uCkyPdi6, ,   iris   (I;6: --is-e;:b:
coZo,) ,  buckbean   (Menya,ra£faes  £4~¢-/OZ¢'cJ£a,) ,  fringed  gentian
(Gerina;ra crivito) .
It  is  interesting to compare the  two types  of swamp
adjacent, one of the arbor vita type and the other the larch
type.
Larch Type
Common Name             Botanical  Name
White birch
Speckled alder
Aspen
Black  spruce
Mountain maple
Larch
Red-osier  dogwood
Shining willow
White pine
Percentage
B.e_±uha papyTofera,
Ahaus  incamcb
Populu8  tremulOtd,e8
Ptcea mcurivan
Acer spdcatum
Larin I,a,rickow
g.oTquus 8tOIOnofera,
Saliv 1;uctha
Pinu8 Strobus
White  Cedar,  or Arbor Vitae  Type
gc:a-#ccoi:3cLQqLQIP:
CO
HCO
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B6tTnic-al Name
Bctuha pwmtlcL
Phoea, maffivma,
Tfuaya ooof,a,endahi,s
Quercu8  maerOCaffPa
Scinco  1,uoida,
Lcuri,cc  I,curbcuna
Percentage
39.2
12.2
36.5
.5
2.8
3.2
Revd-_-;-sTe-r-a-ogwood        co7®7actS  StOZo%o7ert,                                   5.6
(7)      Some  Plcw!±s`_in  ltqs?cb  Stq,±e  Pur^k  owTd_YSobnnd_!2^-
There are numerous little prairies between Cass Lake, Bem-
idji and Itasca Park.    The following plants w.ere observed
on   these   prairies :     goldenrod    (SoZ¢'dc,go   fflo8SOour¢'erO8¢8),
blazing   star    (L¢'ot,is   aptJC70O8£a,Cbgra,) ,   hySSOP    (Agastcobe~Fi6i;io-ul-iris) , h rsemndt-(xponargiv xpo`th8) , Wild rye, n(E.k.g-
-viis-via;in;i;ds-bs) ,  a.stet   (ASter  _Za,eap±)_,  fire  weed  .(Ep§b9-
-dririnm--air-a-dstifoibhom) ,  hoisowee±_   (E.rigor_oT?.  CaxpqdenSfe)_:
evening  primrose   (oetto£fuero  bo-e7,%ds) ,  Indian  blue  stem-(irird;oap-6b-6n pTqVinCbal4§) ,. oud w.eed. {G.maph.#ttTeym? uitgin-
osc4") ,  Indian tobacco   (A%fe7,tta,r¢C, apZoca£c,g{wi/oZ¢'c,) .
The trees and shrubs Of the Itasca State Park at Itasca
Lake  consist  of  the  following  species :  white  Pine  (P¢rottS
st7'Obou8) , Norway  pine  (P¢%.us re8{7,O8aL) , Jack pine  (P{%us
Ba,y,#8{a;7an) ,larch   (Lar¢'#   !a;r¢'c¢yaa,) ,  white  spruce   (P¢lcec,
ctlowde%sis)   arlbor  vitae   (Ffutt,'cb  occ6detw±a,Zis) ,  balsam  fir
(Ab¢es   ba,Zsoy7aea,),   hard   maple    (Acer   sa,cchoprc{on),   elm
(u'macs   o770ey¢Cowa),   bush   maple    (Acer   s2,{CO¬orm),   red
ili;isri=--(Ace;  rwhririn) ,_  aspen  -(_pp.quk`us  `gra/ndiqent,a#,#%T)i
quaking  aspen      (paptt!tts  fre"owzoo-de8),    baSSWOOd   (r¢'Z¢a,
a,ffler¢ca,%a,) , burr  oak  (Qc4erCttS ffiO6rOCOrxpa;) ,  northern  PIP
oabk   (Que;6us   eubps_ohad_is) ,  ir.on  xpood   (OSt.ryq,  v,b£g?mS-
a,%us),  black  ash   (Fro,#¢caus  tt¢gra,) ,  paper  birch   (BefouJaL
pcb2,eyr6/e,a,) , moose wood  (Do'rca, xpowJs£r¢'8) , black haw  (V¢--
borr7,"ffl Le%±cLgO) , black haw  ( V{bco7~ttou7ra a,Cer&-/OZ¢-ou77,) , high
bush cranberry  ( vo-I,%7~,O%77a Op%Zc,s var. cb77,e7®6can%rm) , beal[-
ed  hazel   (coy'grJus  7oOSfy+¢£a,) ,  bush  honeysuckle   (I)¢eyv¢ZJa,
Jo%¢cera,) ,  and  honeysuckle  (Lo%¢cercL  Car,a,de7C,Sdi.    The  fo1-
lowing herbaceous  plants  occur  in the  woods  with the  de-
ciduous  and  coniferous  trees :  wild  ginger   (Asa,7q%rm  CO7La+
de%se) , lmeadow rye  (ThaZ¢-c£7"770  d6oo-oouow) , false  SolomonJs
seal  (siwilacina, steudta,) , sE>Ik9"_rd  (S_nd}acina, r.ecemoscL) ,
blue   cohosh    (CcLttZop7Le/ZZctrm   ±7LCLZ¢ct7®O¬-dos) ,   wood   anemone
(Aae7raO%e   %e7raOrO8a,) ,   hePatiCa   (ZIeg¢£¢ccL) ,   sweet   Cicely
(osmotthiza, brevkstdrSs) ,-a.s+erJ4.stew .mq,_a.Top.kyl.bus) , sa,T:
±=i;;iiilir -(Ara,tea_;._xpridicgiv}is) ,  ¥e+twch   (Uvularia,  grundi-
yo7'CL) , and lily  (CJ¢-ttfo7ain  Z,orecJJds) .
STwamp birch
Black  spruce
VIite cedar
Burr oak
Shining willow
American larch, or
tamarack
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The following are some  of the plants  found  in  a  peat
bog  near  Bemidji :   Sedge   (Ca,,e#  /a-Jo'/o7-77,{8) ,  leather  leaf
(qa`,`8Sqndpra, 9givOulq±a):bide 5ofnd'(C'alarm,:i;o5ii;~a;iundb-ir
eta) !  rtyo`g  yiIlow   (Sgivie  can?cede) , `TamaLrckck--(in;i;ir-idr;a_coraa,) , black spruce  (Po'cecL 7,C'g7oa,) ,  gOldenrOd  (So'o-da,go Sey'-
o£¢%aL),    SundeW     (I)ro.9erCl    7'0¬"7&dO'/OZo'a,) ,    meadow    sweet,
(_5`vir#,e_q sqhifkfq?i,a,)., ¥offteprod  (_sdtrfup_i_i ca,iiri;driviSis~) ;`i;fi
re1    (KoZ77,0'a,  xpOZo-/oJ6-aJ) ,   balsam   fir    (Abc-eS   bc,Zsa,owed,) ,   and
pitcher  plant   (Sov7®7]a,CeyLin  P%7oP%7®ea,) .
I  wish  to  express  to  the  foresters  and  the  forestry
school faculty my thanks for the many kind courtesies ex-
tended to me.
Another forester gone wrong.    yes,  clarenoe  svendby
and Miss Ethel Dawson were maITied March twelfth. svend-
by is  working with  the Mast Nursery  Company of Daven-
POrt,  Iowa.    Best of luck,  Svendby.
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The Round River Drive
'Twas '64 or J65
we drove the great Round River drive ;'Twas '65 or '64-
Yes, it was during of the war,
Or it was after or before.
Those were the days in Wisconsin,
The good old days when any man
could  cut  and  skid  and haul,
And there was pine enough for all.
Then all the logger had to do
was find some timber that was new
Beside a stream, he knew it ran
To Wausau or to Markasan.
That at the place a mill there was
To take the timber for the saws.
(In those old days the pioneer
He need not read his title clear
To mansions there or timber here.)
paul  Bunyan,  (you  have  heard  Of PIP.'`l.1)
He was the king pin of them all,
The greatest logger of the land;
He had a punch in either hand
And lick,ed more men and drove more miles
And  got  more  drunk  in more new  Styles
Than any other peavey prince
Before, or then, or ever since.
Paul  Bunyan  bossed  that  famous  Crew ;
A bunch  of  shouting bruisers, too-
Black  Dan  McDonald,  Tom McCan,
Dutch Jake, Rex Murphy, Dirty Dan,
And other Dams from black to red,
with  Curly  Charley Yellow-head,
And Pasty Ward from off the Clam,
The kind of gang to break a jam,
To clean a bar or Tassel rum,
Or give a twenty to a bum.
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Paul Bunyan and his fighting crew ;
In '64 or '5 or '2,
Started out to find the pines
Without much thought of section lines,
So west by north they made their way,
One hundred miles,  until one  day
Th,ey found good timber Togging land,
With roaring water close at hand.
Now near the camp there was a spring
That used to steam like everything.
One day the tote team brought supplies,
Had on a load of mammoth size,
A load of beans.   Just on the road
Beside the  spring he ditched his load,
And all those beans,  the bloomin' mess,
Fell in the spring-ten tons, I guess.
He came to camp expecting he-
Would get from Bunyan the G.  B.
But Joe thle cook, a French Canuck,
Said, "Paul, I teenk it is ze luck-
Zem spring so hot, so paul pardon,
And we will have ze grand bouillon."
To prove the teamster not at fault,
He took some pepper, pork and salt,
A right proportion each of these
And threw them in among the beans,
And  got enough,  and  good  soup,  too,
To last the whole of winter through.
The rest of the men were kind of glad
He spilt the beans when soup was had-
Except the  flunkies;  they ivere mad
Because each day they had to tramp
Thrtee miles and tote the soup to camp.
Joe had a stove, "some furnace," too,
The size for such a hungry crew.
Say what you will, it is the meat,
The pie and  sinkers,  choppers eat
That get results ; it is the beans
And spuds that are the best machines
For fallin'  Norway,  skiddin'  pine,
And keepin' hemlock drives in line.
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This stove of Joe's, it was a rig
For cookin' grub, that Was ISO big
It took a solid cord Of Wood
To get a fire -goin'  good.
The flunkies cleaned three forties bare
Each week to keep a fire there.
The stove's dimensions, south to north,
From  east to `west and  SO forth,
I don't remember just exact,
And do not like to state the fact
unless I know the fact is true,
For I would hate deceiving you.
But I remember once that Joe
put in a mammoth batch of dough,
And then went around the Other Side,
To take it out ; at least he tried.
The stove it was so far around,
That long before the bend he turned,
The bread  not  only baked, but burned.
we had two  young coons for flunkies,  Sam
And To'm.   Joe used to strap a ham
on each foot of both of them
And we had pancakes each A. M.
They'd skate around the stove lids for
An hour or so and maybe more,
And grease them for him.   But one day
old Pink-eye Martin  (anyway he  couldn't
See so very good),
Old  Pink-eye he misunderstood
lVIliCh  Was  the baking powder Can
And in the dough, eight fingers ran
Of powder, blastin'-powder black-
Those niggers never did come back-
They touched a cake, a flash, and poof!
went sam and Tommie through the roof.
We hunted for a month or so,
But never  found them-that,  you  know.
Was the winter of the black snow.
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We put one hundred million feet
On skids that winter; hard to beat
You  say it was. It was some crew.
We took it off one forty, too.
A hundred million feet we skid-
That forty was a pyramid;
It ran up skyward to a peak-
To see the tip would take a week.
The top of it, it seems to me
Was far as twenty men could see;
But dolrm below the stuff we slides,
For there was trees on every side.
And, by the way, a funny thing
Occurred in early spring.
One day we saw some deer tracks there
As big as that of any bear.
Old Forty Jones  (he's straw boss on
Th,e  side those deer had .gone) ,
He didn't do a thing, but he
Thinks out a scheme, and him and me
We set a key log in a pile
And watched that night for quite a while,
And when the deer came dovIl tO drink,
We tripped the key log in a wink.
We killed two hundred in the herd-
For Forty's scheme was sure a bird.
Enough of venison we had got,
To last all winter with one shot.
Paul Bunyan had the biggest steer
That ever was in camp that year.
Nine horses he'd outpull and skid-
He weighed ten thousand pounds, he did.
The ham boss,  (handy man besides)
Made him a harness of all the hides
Of all the deer,  (it took Jem all)
And Pink-eye Martin used to haul
His stove wood in.    JMember yet
How buckskin stretches when it's wet?
One day when he was hauling wood
(A dead stub that was dry and good),
One cloudy day, it started in
To raining like the very sin.
Well, Pink-eye pounded on the ox
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And beat him over roads and rocks
To camp.   He landed there all right,
And tumed around-no log in sight;
But down the road, around the bend,
Those tugs were stretching without end.
Well,  Pink-eye  goes  in to  eat,
The sun comes out with lots of heat,
And dries the buckskin that was damp,
And snapped the log right into camp.
That was a pretty lucky crew,
And yet they had some hard luck, too.
You've heard of Phal,en,  double jawed?
He had two sets of teeth that sawed
Through almost anything.   One night
He sure did use his molars right.
lhThile walking in his sleep he hit
The filers rack and after it,
Then with the stone trough he collides
Which made him sore and mad besides.
Before he wakes, so mad was he,
That long before he gets his wits
He chawed that g.rindstone into bits.
But still we did not miss it so,
For to the top we used to go
And from the forty's topmost crolun
Weld start the big stones rolling down.
Weld lay an axe on every one
And follow it upon the run ;
And, when we reached the lowest edge
Each ax,e, it had a razor edge.
Jim Liverpool, for instance, bet
Across the river he could get
By jumpin', and he won it, too.
He got the laugh on half the crew;
For twice in air he stops and humps,
And makes the river in three jumps.
W,e didn't have no booze around
For every fellow that we found
And sent to tolm for applejack
Would drink it all up coming back.
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One day the cookie, paring spuds,
He hears a sizzling in the suds,
And finds the peelings, strange to say,
Are all fermenting wh,ere they lay.
Now Sour-face Murphy in the door
Was standing, and the face he wore
Convinced the first assistant cook
That Murphy soured them with his look.
And when we had the parin's drained,
A quart of Irish booze remained.
The cook, he tells the tale to Paul,
And Paul takes Murphy off the haul
And gives him very willingly
A job as camp distillery.
At last, a hundred million in,'Twas time for drivin' to begin.
We broke our rollways in a rush
And started through the rain and slush
To drive that hundred million down
Until we reached some saw mill town.
We didn't know the river's nan.e,
Nor where to some one's mill it came
But figured that, without a doubt,
To some good tolrm 'twould fetch us out
If we observed the usual plan
And drove the way the current ran.
Well, after we had driven for
At least two weeks and maybe more,
We came upon a pyramid
That looked just like  our forty did.
Some two weeks more and then we passed
A camp that looked just like the last.
Two weeks again, another, too,
That looked like our camp came into  view.
Then Bunyan called us all ashore
And held a council-like of war.
He said that with all this lumbering.
Our logs would never fetch a thing.
The next day after, Silver Jim,
He had his wits scared out of him ;
For while he's breaking of a jam
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A Summer in  the  Permanent  Home of
the Pine---or---So That Is Forestry
By  Harold F.  Scholz
It  was  June  and  twilight  gathering  over  the  tolun  of
Ames as we lolled  about on the depot lawn, in anticipation
of three  months  in  the  woods  of  Northem  Minnesota  and
cass Lake.   Now and then one of the fellows would stretch
himself, climb over the lawn guardrail and make his way to
the station to learn if the eastbound train were on time.
How eager ve werle to be off!    Seconds ticked off with
exasperating  slowness ;  minutes  dragged  into  infinity,  but
after what seemed to be hours, the train whistle broke the
funereal stillness of the night.    Soon train brakes were set
with a protesting squeal.
A   scramble   followed.     We   rushed   into   the   station,
snatched up our baggage,  felt in our pockets to make  sure
that we still had our tickets and mounted just as w,e heard
the  "All  Aboard!"  call.    We were  off to Marshalltolm  and
Minnleapolis-in the night.
Three hours wait at Marshalltovin, with nothing to  do
or  see  unti111:50,  when  the  Great  Westem  northbound
train pulled in.   Once more we boarded the train, soon seats
were  throvIl  back,  coats  and  duffle  bags  Pillowed  under
weary  heads  with  eyes  closed  in  sleep-at  7:50  a.  m.  the
brakeman's harsh voice sounding "St.  Paul" roused us,  and
by 9:00 a. m. Minneapolis lay behind.   We were headed north
to the tall timber and cool lakes.
We  had  all  expected,  upon  leaving  the  "Twin  Cities''
behind  us,  to  see the hardwood timber  give place to  ever-
greens, but in this we weI®e doomed tO disappointment. Mile
after mile,  the train  worked  its  way  north  and  westward
through  the hardwood  forests.    Everywhlere  were  rolling
hills, well-defined drainage lines, and the never ending wood-
lots timbered with oak, elm and hickory.   Once at Rogers, a
small  town  a  few  miles  north  of  Minneapolis,  we  spied  a
small group of larch in a swamp and our hopes were kindled
anew, but they quickly died, as once more the oak clad hill-
tops rose up to meet the skyline.
Slightly after noon we passled through a little town, not
at all unlike  a dozen others along the Great Northern  rail-
road, called sauk center.   This little town had hardly faded
from view when we began to notice a marked 'change in the
type  of the  topography.    Th,e low hills gave way to  a flat,
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poorly-drained  glacial  plain;  lakes  began  to  gleam  with
startling regularity among the  trees.    VIite birch,  white
spruce,  jack-pine  and  larch  were  now  everywhere  in  evi-
deuce.   At last we had reached the pine country of the north.
As the day wore on and we drew nearer and nearer to
our joumey's  end,  a more and more often  recurring sight
mlet our eyes-thousands of acres of timber that had been
bumed over by forest fires.    The timber had been  entirely
destroyed for the most part, but now and then some giant
pine would stand silhouetted against the sky line, somle grim
old  gentry,  keeping  watch  over  the  charred  remains  of  a
once noble heritage.   These fire-scarred monarchs of a gold-
en  age  seemed  to  point  a  waming  finger  at  hunters  and
campers and railroads.   I think, to a man, we resolved then
and  there  to  do  everything in  our power,  as  Foresters, to
stop or  control  this  fire peril which hangs  ov,er our foests
like a threatening cloud.
At 6:50 p.  m.,  on the day of June  16,  we reached the
end of the rails and Cass Lake as well. We no sooner stepped
off than it began to rain, while a chill wind blew from the
north.    We made  inquiries  as  to  the  location of the Iowa
State College Forestry Camp and great was our joy when we
found "Doctor" Fuestal, "Pug" Ball and "Doctor" Griffith in
a pool hall engaged in a friendly round of "call shot." Then,
after  getting  the  dope  on  the  best  and  the  CHEAPEST"hotel,"  a long felt empty graving feeling was  satiefied in
a "cake.,,
The next two days were full days.   We hauled our equip-
ment four miles over roads that were none too good, put up
sleeping tents, cut away brush, dug garbage pits and did a
thousand and one things necessary in setting up camps. Our
camp lay right by the edge of Cass Lake itself.    The loca-
tion was ideal.   We had a well of good water handy to the
mess  tent,  and Pike Bay within a stone's throw of any of
the  five  sleeping tents,  but  though  the  beauty  of the  bay
and the  cha]rm of the landscape  could not be  denied,  both
were lost to us for the time being,-the mosquitoes driving
us in at night and our duties keeping us well occupied during
the day.
The third day, whiclfwas Friday, the twenty freshmen
of us and instructor "Perk"  Coville gathered lunch,  a few
prunes  and a canteen each, and set out on a fourteen mile"ankle excursion" around the bay.    By noon our carp lay
five or six miles behind.   We ate lunch at Norway Beach, a
summer resort for tourists located on the southeast shore
of  Cass  Lake,  and  soon  after  started  the  homeward  lap,
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reaching  camp  at five o'clock  in  the  aftemoon,  somewhat
iagged.
The next week, We Started in tO leam the forestry game
in ,eamest.    I will never forget the first real problem that
was  assigned us.    tlperk" told us that we were tO lay Off a
quarter mile traverse and  showed  us where to begin.    For
the first quarter mile, the going was good, and we had begun
to  congratulate  ourselves  upon  our  luck  in  having  Such  a
snap, when all of a sudden-and I don't near 'lmaybe" When
I  say  sudden-we ran into brush.    Never in my life  did I
ever see brush as thick as that was.   It was absolutely im-
possible for ltPug'' Ball, who was running the compass, tO See
more than half a chain ahead of him.   {fBubbie" Hill, {'Doc-
tor'' Griffith and myself all took turns at SWinging the axe.t'Bubbie'' was hampered in that he found it necessary from
time to time to daub some evil-smelling ointment on his face
and hands, which he claimed kept tbe mosquitoes away from
him.   we were all agreed that "Pete'' Peters had the most
effective  mosquito  camouflage  lever  invented ;  a  towel-at
least he said that it wasulraDed from the back Of his head
and decorated in variegated colors of a peculiar design.   This
he  said  worked  thte  charm  of  keeping  the  mosquitoes  off,
wherein the effectiveness was not plain.    It looked like any
object under the sun-in spots.   But to get b.ack to the tra-
verse problem-oh, well, what's the use of saying more about
that parti`cular problem?    We had  a dozen that wlere  a lot
worsle after that.
Days were soon checked Off Of the Calendar in tallies Of
seven.    Much time was  spent in running traverses and  COL-
lecting other field data necessary for making a cruising map.
occasionally "Skipper" Larsen, the other faculty member of
our camp,  would  take  us  under his tutelage  and  wle Would
be initiated into the secrets of such grim realities as growth
studies, stem analysis, thinnings, cleanings and yield tables.
we  found  that  that  term  "thinning"  was  misleading;  it
should have been  rechristened  "work."    In making  a thin-
ming  the  following  procedure  was  used:  first,  a  Plot  wlas
found that had  a lot of trees  on it-the more the better;
second, these trees were all measured and counted ; third, the"skippr," after prolonged calculation, told us the degree of
thinning  that  was  to  be  made;  and  fourth,  the  plot  was
thinned to the proper "degree."   It was found by careful ex-
perimentation that the best time to make thlese thinnings
was from 9:00 a.m. to4:00p. m. onahotday.   Ithad to
be at least 90 degrees in the shade or the operation would
result in a total failure( ?).   For all of that, we enjoyed our
work and the days flew by so swiftly that it almost seemed
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that we got up on Monday morning and went to bed on sun-
day night.
July prloved to be a month of months.   In the first place,
we had a lot of guests from Iowa State College on July 19,
Professor  MacDonald,  head  of  the  Forestry  Department;
Professor Bode of the Forestry Extension Service, and Pro-
fessor  Pa}m\e  of  the  Agricultural  Engineering  Department
paid us a visit.   The next week we were further honored by
visitors from Iowa State College, namely, "Auntj' Maria Rob-
erts, Junior Dean, and Miss  Grace Crowston, h,ead nurse of
the hospital there, who stopped and paid ilS a Week-end Visit.
Dr. Pommel, head of the Botany Department, also came this
week.    The  other high  spots  of  the month  were two  base-
ball games, one played on the 19th of July and the other on
the 26th of July, in which we trimmed the cass Lake Indians
by the scores of 10 flo 7 and  13 to 5, respectively ,I and also a
botany trip with Dr. Pammel to the Itasca State Park.
The trip to Itasca State Park was a decided treat to us
all.    Not only was the trip a very instructive one from the
standpoint of botany, but it was interesting because of the
many unusual features of scenic value that we got to see, as
well.     Chief  lamong  these  were  the  magnificent   Douglas
Lodge, the park custodian's lodge, and beautiful Lake Itasca
and  the Mississippi  River at its headwaters.    As we stood
on  the warm 50-foot span over the little  stream,  in reality
but  a  trickling  brook,  we  could  scarcely  believe  that  this
small  stream  which  flowed  out  of  the  north  end  of  Lake
Itasca was the same mighty Mississippi.   At Itasca Park we
visited the University of Minnesota F,oresters.    It was with
a feeling of regret that we saw the last emeraldngapped hill
of the park fade from vi,ew.
We made a two-day trip to Bemidji to study the large
sawmill and box factory ; inspected the box factory at cass
Lake, went to  Cloquet to  study a large pulp mill,  a balsam
wool factory and several large pulp  sawmills.    Here is also
the United States Forest Service Experiment Station, where
we spent the night.
Timber testimating.   I like to tum the words ovler in my
mouth  and  conjure  up  old  memories.    A  vivid  picture  is
painted on my mind.    I can yet see the  Norway and white
pines  with  their  tall,  straight,  clean  bolles  and  dark  green
crowns,  th,e  endless  miles  of  brush,  wet  brush,  that  often
soaked us to the skin and tore at our clothes-and the lcouds
of mosquitoes!   I can still hear the call of the estimator as
he calipered the trees with a Biltmore stick and called to the
tally man,  "Norway, 26-4 ,I jack,12-31/2 ;  aSPen,  5 ,-aspen,  6;
and birch,  6!"    Those were  wonderful  days in  spite  of dig-
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comforts ; days in the open and days that fl,ew by with aston-
ishing speed.    They will live forever in our memories.    But
for the most part, camp life was a quiet affair.    Sometimes
there would be a little excitement in camp.    Upon oine occa-
sion,  "Rotty," having incurred the wrath of tent three and
tent five men,  was  ungraciously  tttubbed''  in Pike  Bay,  and
upon another evening, "Tom" Thomas was hauled out of bed,
pajamas  and  all,  and  tossed into the  cooling waters of the
old  bay  for  having  refused  to  go  to  town  with  the  camp
shieks.
our camp had a number of celebrities.   First and fore-
most were the musicians.   We had as good a troupe as ever
graced a Forestry camp.   "Rotty" and Jerry Griswold were
our  songbirds.     Both  were  good;  there  was  nO  question
about it.    ''Rotty" always held the audience spellbound and
Jerry could wring tears from the heart of the Sphinx with
his vocal interpretation of "The Old Town Hall.''   Then there
was  "pete''  peters,  who  was  the  most  heartless  murderer
of melody that the world has ,ever seen.    'tPete" would take
his  old  comet  and  coax  "The  Stars  and  Stripes  Forever"
from its muted bell in such a dramatic manner that We COuld
almost recogrliZe it aS it iS Played in its true form.    "Pete's''
tentmates often made dire threats against that horn, but it
continued to hang from the cross beam which was fastened
to the center pole of tent five during the summer.    Second
wlere  the  fish,ermen.    Hardly  a  day closed  without at least
one of these disciplles of Isaac Walton having tried his luck.
They  were  quite  often  successful,  too,  and  several  times
w,e had all the bass and pike that we wanted to eat. Often--times,  a week-end trip would be included  in their schedule.
They were a jolly good bunch,  those fishermen.    Last,  but
not least, were the carp shieks.   Many, if we could believe
current tales, were the hearts that werle broken by the mod-
em  Beau  Brummels.    We  could  never  figure  out  "Doctor"'Griffith's case.   He established a unique record in that he did
not miss more than two or three nights  during the  entire
summer in going to town.
The last part of August will be remembered for three
things:  "prexy''  Pearson,  president  of  Iowa  State  College,
and Mr. Gemmill, secretary of the State Board of Education,
cam,e  to  see  us,  and  we  played  two  more  baseball  games,
both of which we won.   One of these was with our old rivals,`the Cass  Lake Indians,  and the other was with the Minne-
sota  Engineers,  who  were  now  camped  at  Norway  Beach.
We took the Indians'  scalps to the tune of 13 to 0 on Aug-
ust 16, and we demonstrated our ability to play ball by beat-
ing the Engineers by the score of 14 to 7 on August 22.
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The week  of August 23  marked  the beginning of the
end.   Before breaking camp, a farewell party was given for
Forest Supervisor Marshall and his family; Mr. Petheram,
superintendent of the Forest Nursery, and Mr. Richardson,
a business man and Forestry graduate of Iowa State College.
A  lunch  consisting  of  coffee,   wienies,  bread   and  toasted
marshmallows was served.
Breaking camp proved an easier task than setting it up.
Within six or seven hours after we had started, the entire
outfit was packed, ready for the truck that was to haul it to
the station in  Cass  Lake,  and the camp  grounds had been"policed  up."    It was  with  a  lingering backward look  that
we bade goodbye to the tall pines and the last bit of sparkling
water of Pike Bay, in which  we had enjoyed  so many lux-
uriant swims.   It was a silent group of boys who waited for
the southbound trains that night and the next moming. Now
that the time had arrived, we were sorry; sorry to leave the
brush and the mosqiutoes and the big pines behind us.   The
end of our first summer in the woods had come only too scon.
It is all a memory.   Now we are back at Ames looking for-
ward to many more days under the pines.
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Alumni  Notes
By  the staff
1904
Merritt,  M.  L.    After  finishing at  Iowa  State  College,
Merritt spent about 3 years in forestry work in the philip-
pine Islands, later returning to the united states, where he
rerfentered  govemment  forestry  work.    At  present  he  is
Assistant  District  Forest;er  of  the  Alaska  District,  which
comprises  approximately  20  million  acres  of  National  For-
ests.
1907
Balthis, R. F.    On graduation Balthis  entered govern-
ment forestry work and for a number of years was Forest
Supervisor in charge of one of th,e National Forests in the
west.   AI present he is in private business in colorado.   Ad-
dress.I Green Mountain Falls, Colo.
Kupfer,  Carl  A.    Entered  government  foresltry  work
and was engaged in forest products work with the u. s. For-
est Service.   More recent;ly was in charge of the branch of
forest  products  with  headquarters  at  sam  Francisco.    AI
present he is California representative for thte North Coast
Dry Kiln Co.   Address:  811 Santa Barbara Road,  Berkeley,
Calif.
1908
Baxter, W. F.   After completing forestry work at the
Iowa State College, Baxter took additional work at anot;her
institution.  For a number of years he was employed in gov-
emment forestry work.   At present he is farming at Galva,
Iowa.
Haeffner,  H.  E.    Enterted  govemment  forestry  work
soon after graduation and has continued in this work to the
Present time.   Is now Forest Examiner of the siskiyou Na-
tional Forest in Oregon, Grant's Pass, Oregon.
1909
AIIen, Shirley W.  After graduation, Allen entered gov-
ernment  forestry work  in  the  west,  was  later transferred
to the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wiscon-
sin, where he worked several years.   Later was made Forest
Supervisor of the Angeles National Forest in California. He
resigrled this POSitiOn tO take a position With a lumber com-
pany and later was engaged in private business.   At present
he  is  Forester  for  the  American  Forestry  Association  at
Washington,  D.  C.
New Forests
For the Northwest
The  illustration  above  shows  one  of
the Long-Bell forestry enterprises in the
pacific   Northwest-planting   Douglas
fir seedlings near Ryderwood, Washing-
ton.
This progrann contemplates re-seeding
behind the loggers at a rate equal to the
yearly cutting, thus assuring aperpetual
timber supply for the Long-Bell mills at
Longview, Washington.
The Long-Bell Lumber Company
R.  A.  Long  Bldg.         Lumbermen  Since  1875         Kansas  City,  Mo.
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McCullough, Thomas E.   Received his master's degree
from Yale in 1911.   At present he is District Agent for the
Northwestem Mutual Life Insurance Company and is local-
ed at Flagstaff, Arizona.
1911
Barrett, Robert L.   After graduation Barrett was em-
ployed as manager of a large orchard company with head-
quarters at Koshkonong, Missouri.   At present he is District
Horticultural Agent, Missouri College of Agriculture, located
at Monett, Missouri.    Barrett received his masterls degree
from the University of Missouri in 1924.
Whitham, J. C.   On finishing college, VThitham took th,e
Civil  Service  examination  for  government  forestry  work,
entered govemment employ at once and has been in continu-
OuS  government service  since that time.    At present he is
Supervisor of the Kaniksu National Forest with headquar-
ters at Newport, Wash.
Freeman,  F.  G.    Engaged  in  fruit  business  at  santa
Aha, Califomia.
Hoffman,  A.  F.  C.   Entered  govemment  forestry  work
upon graduation.   In a few years work,ed up to the position
of  Forest  Supervisor  and  at  present  is  supervisor of  the
Mout6zuma National Forest in Colorado, which comprises an
area of approximately one million acres.   Address: Mancos,
Colo.
Parke, L. S.   For one and one-half years after gradua-
tion was Agricultural  Inspector for the u.  s.  Reclamation
Service, Phoenix, Arizona.   For five and one-half years state
director of club work, university of Arizona, for two years
instructor in Vocational Agriculture at Beseon and Chandler,
Arizona.   He is located at the latter place at this time.
Smith, P. T.  On leaving college he entered govemment
forestry work land for a number of years was employed on
the Black Hills National Forest in South Dakota.    At this
place he worked up to the position of Deputy Forest Super-
visor, but later accepted a position as county agent in south
Dakota,  which  position  he  now  holds.    Address,  Redfield,
S.D.
Reynoldson,  L. A.    Soon after graduation he accepted
a position with the U. S. Department of Agriculture.   This
work was  continued for several years.    present position is.
not haown.
1912
LesseI, L. R.   Entered forestry work in the employ of
the  govemment  at  once  upon  graduation.    was  Forest
Exandner   located   on   the   Sitgreaves   National   Forest
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at Holbrook, Arizona, for some time.   At present he is dep-
uty Forest Supervisor on the sane forest.
O'Banilon, A. C.   For a number of years after finishing+
the Forestry course, he taught in a high school in Minnessta.
At present he is County Agent at Park Rapids, Minnesota.
Olmsted, R. A.   At present he is in charge of a prune
and walnut ranch at Dundee, Oregon.
Richmond,  H.  M.    Entered  govemment  emp1,oy  upon
graduation on the-Minnesota National Forest.   Later trams-
ferred to the Arapaho National Forest in Colorado as For-
est Examiner.   At present he is in private business at Cass
Lake, Minnesota.
Smith, W. A.    Accepted  a position  in  gocemment for-
estry  work  on  finishing  college.    He  continued  in  govem-
ment work for several years, but at present he is in private
work.
Truax, T. R.   After finishing the Forestry course, was
employed as Instructor and Assistant Professor for a mum-
her of years in the Forestry Department at Iowa State Col-
1ege.   At the entrance of the United States into the war, he
accepted a temporary assignment at the U. S. Forest Prod-
ucts  Laboratory  at  Madison,  Wisconsin,  where  he  has  re-
maimed since that time.   He is now engaged in investigation
work with that laboratory.
1913
Baxter, L. I.   On graduation he did not take up proles-
sional for-estry work.    At present he is on  a llarge farmeat
Galva, Iowa, where he has assisted our Extension Forester
in putting on demonstrations for the farmers of his locality.
CIark, H. B.   Mr. Clark did not enter professional For-
estry work on graduation.   For several years was connected
with an insurance company at Sioux City, Iowa.   At present
he is President and Manager of the Sioux-lVIlite Motor Com-,
puny of that place.
Hensel, R. L.    On leaving college, Mr. Hensel accepted
a  govemment position,  connected  with  range  management,
on  the  nation'al  forests.    He  continued  in  this  goverrment
work for a number of years and later accepted a position as
Professor of Range Management at the Kansas Agricultural
College at Manhattan.
Ringheim, H. L.   On leaving college, Mr. Ringheim ac-
cepted a position with a lumber company in Saskatchewan,
Canada,  where he has been employed  since that time.    At
present he is Traveling Superintendentof the Monarch Lum-
ber Company tat Elrose, Sashatchewan, Canlada.
Steffen,  E.  H.    Entered  govemment  forestry  work  im-
We Are A+ways Ln
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Timber
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mediately after graduation.   spent several years on grazing
investigationls on national forests in thle northwestem part
of the country.    Since about 1919 has been head of the DeL
partment of Forestry, State College of Washington, at Pull-
man, Washington.
Watts,  L.  F.    Entered  govemment  forestry  work  in
the west after finishing th,e Forestry course.   Has continued
in the employ of the  U.  S.  Forest Service since that  time.
At present is Forest Supervisor in charge of the Idaho Na-
tional Forlest of about one million  acres, located at McCall,
Idaho.
1914
Hassel, W. C.    Employ,ed in govermmenlt forestry work
in Minnesota and the west for a number of years after grad-
uation.   At present he is Superintendent of Schools at Salem,
Iowa.
Hayes, R. W.   Soon after graduation Hayes accepted a
forestry position with the U. S. Indian Service.   For a num-
ber of years he was Forest Supervisor in the Service.   Later
was wi'th ,a lumbar complany for a short time, but left this
work to become  Logging Engineer at large for the Indian
Service in the southwest, with headquarters at Albuquerque,
New Mexico.   At present he is Assistant Professor of For-
estry at the Colorado Agricultural College, Ft. Collins, Colo.
Nagel, W. M.   Entered govemment work at Missoula,
Montana,  on  graduation.    Was  engaged  in  reforestation
work for \several years.   Later assigned to Bitter Root Na-
tional Forest.   At present he is Supervisor on thle Missoula
National Forest with headquarters at Missoula, Mont.
Schreck, R. G.   Passed the Civil Service examination for
the U. S.I Forestry Service upon graduation.    Spent several
years  as  Forest  Assistant  and  Examiner  on  the  Superior
National Forest in northern  Minnesota.    Since  about  1918
he has been Forest Supervisor on theMichigan National For-
est at East Tawas, Michigan.
Sterrett, I.  C.    Entered the lumbar business when he
finis'hed  school.    It is understood that he has been in lum-
bering and house building since that time.
Van Boskirk, S. S.   Accepetd a govemment position up-
on finishing the Forestry covirse.   Was engaged in National
Forest work in the southwest for several years.   Later was
assigned to one of the Forest Experiment Stations in Utah.
At present is Deputy Forest Supervisor of the Manti  Na-
tional Forest, with headquarters at Ephriam, Utal1.
Wolven, R. M.   Did not enter professional forestry work
when he finished college, but went into private business and
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it is thought is now located in Califomia.    Nexport Road,
Santa Rna, Calif.
Wolf, E. T.    Entered employment of the U.  S. Forest
Service on completion of Forestry course.   For several years
was engaged in timber reconnaissance work in District 1 of
th,e Forest-Service in Colorado.   At present is Deputy For-
est Supervisorofthe Lolo National Forest at Missoula, Mont.
1915
Bode, I. T.   For several years after graduation Was in
charge of the Kansas State Forest Nursery at Hays, Kansas.
Later, was employed aS IIlstruCtor in the Forestry Depart-
ment of Iowa State College, which position he held until he
was transferred to the position of Extension Associate Pro-
lessor of Forestry.    He is now engaged in developing the
forestry work lanong the farmers of Iowa.
HanseL H. E.   Mr. Hansel did not undertake profession.al
forestry work upon  graduation,  but accepted  a position ln
the county engineerJls office at Blcomfield, iowa.   At present
he is county Engineer and also Consulting Drainage Engi-
neer at that place.
Harley, Wm. P.   Scon after graduation Hapley accepted
a forestry position with the u. s. Indian Service and Was in
the service until October, 1925.   At present he is in the re-
tail lumber business at Albuquerqule, New Mexico. Address:
Box 454, Albuquerque, N. M.
Hicks, L. E.   For several years Mr. Hicks wa-s eriPloyed
in Govemment Forestry work in the West, but resigned tO
take up private business at Detroit, Michigan, where he is
engaged at the present time.
sndth, R. P.   Undertook teaching work upon finishing
college and is engaged in this Work SO far aS iS known at the
present time.
1916
cassidy,  H. O.    Entered the work O£ the U.  S.  Forest
service upon graduation.   Has specialized in grazing investi_
gation  work  in ithe  Southwest.    AI present  he  ils  Grazing
Examiner on the Santa Fe National Forest, with headquar-
ters at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
cornen, H. H.   After finishing the Forestry corirse at
Iowa State College, Mr. Cormell took graduate work in Land-
scape Architecture at Harvard University,  after which he
returned to Iowa State College as Landscape Extension Sue-
cialist for the Landscape Architecture Department.   He con-
tinued in this position until Feb.  1,  1924.    At present he is
engaged in private landscape architecture work.
Geisler, Max.   Was engaged in investigation work with
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the U. S. Forest Service until the United States became in-
volved in the war and due to the fact that he did not have his
final citizenJs papers, found it necessary to leave the govem-
ment service.    At present he is President and Manager of
an auto tire company in Chicago.   Address: 2216 So. Michi-
gun Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Jones,  G. C.   Jones did not enter professional forestry
work upon graduation, but accepted a position with  an in-
suranoe company and is engaged in that work, so far as is
knoun,  at  this  time.    Address:  715  Hippee  Building,  Des
Moines, Iowa.
Quint,  H.  I.   After leaving Iowa State  College, he  ac-
cepted  a position with  a lumber company on tie inspection
work.   Last report indicates that he is still in the employ of
a lumber company.
PIagge, H. H   After graduation took up Pomology work
and at present is employed as Assistant in Pomology in the
Horticulture Section at Iowa State College.
PIagge, N.  C.    Entered private business upon gradua-
lion.   He is located at Barrington, Illinois.
McCauthy, C. C.   At present in private work, located at
Ames, Iowa.
Rumbaugh, W. R.   After graduation was employed with
the Davey Tree Surgery Company, laterwith the P. S. Phelps
Tree Surgery Company, later was connected with the F. A.
Robinson Landscape Company at Des Moines, Iowa, and re-
signed  this position to take  employment with the Everett
Nursery Company of Chicago. At present he is looking after
farming interests at Collins, Iowa.
Stokes, R. R.   Took a position with a lumber company
at Couer d'Alene, Idaho.   At present Woods Foreman for the
Edward Rutledge Timber Company at Couer d'Alene, Idaho.
1917
Hartmam, G. B.   After returning from service in France,
Mr.  Ha]than  was  employed  with  the  Long-Bell  Lumber
Company of DeRidder,  IJOuiSiana.    At present he is  Plant
Superintendent for that company at the same location.
Henry, Allen S.   For several years after graduation was
in charge of the Pole and Timber Preservation Work of the
Northwestem Bell Telephone  Company,  with district head-
quarters at Omaha, Nebraska.   Recently r,esigned this posi-
tion  to  go  into  private  business.    Address:  419  6th  St.,
Sioux City, Iowa.
Veach, C. H.   After graduation he was engaged in land-
scape architecture work in Iowa.  At present he is teaching
in a high school at Park River, N. D.
Tfae
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1918
Davis, E. M.   For a short period after graduation was
employed as an Inspector and Foreman of a creosoting plant
of Eppinger and Russell Company.    Later was employed as
Tie Inspector for the Erie~ Railroad in the East. For a short
period by the Thomas A.  Edison Company as an inspector
and  later  accepted  a  position  with  the  Long-Bell  Lumber
Company in  Louisiana.    At present he is  employed at the
U.  S.  Forest  Products  Laboratory,  Madison,  Wisconsin,  as
Assistant Wood Technologist in the Section of Industrial In-
vestigations._   Received  M.  F.  degree from Iowa State Col-
lege in June, 1925.
Hadlock, F. D.   On leaving Iowa State College, Hadlock
was employed as a tie buyer for the westem Tie and Timber
Company.    Later resigned to ,accept a position  as Develop-
ment Engineer of the westem Electric Company, where he
now has charge of the dry kiln operations of that company.
Took M. F. degree in June,1923.   Address:  4748 N. SpriIlg-
field Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Rehmann, T. W.    Mr.  Rehmann  did not enter profes-
sional forestry work when finishing college.   He is at pres-
ent  located  at  Des  Moines,  Iowa,  in  the  Real  Estate  and
House  Building business.    Address:  431  Flynn  Bldg.,  Des
Moines, Iowa.
1919
Poshusta,  D.  C.    At present he is  employed  with the
Long-Bell Lumber Company at Shrevleport, Louisiana.
1920
Deming, Mile H.   On graduation Mr. Deming was ap-
pointed as  Grazing Assistant of the United  States Forest
Service.   At present he is Assistant Range Examiner at the
District Office of the Forest Service at Ogden, Utah.
Fletcher, R. A.   Accepted a position with the U. S. For-
est Service in northem Idaho and later resigned to take a po-
sition  with  a  forest products  company  of the  same  state.
At present he is employed by the Hanmond Lumber Com-
pany at Samoa, Califomia.
Hoyer, V. B.   After finishing his college course he was
engaged in the retail lumber business  at Ida Grove, Iowa.
Later he accepted  a teaching and coaching position in  the
high school at Roseau, Minnesota.   At present he is princi-
pal of the high school at Battle Creek, Iowa.
Mcorhead, John W.   Entered the lumber business after
finishing college.   At present employed with a lumber com-
pany in Califomia.
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MorrelI, F. W.    (Granted the professional Degree, Mag-
ter of Forestr'y.)    At present District Forester, District No.
1, Missoula, Montana.
Wall,  L.  A.    After  finishing  the  ForestI-y  course  Was
employed as Grazing Assistant in the west; later retumed
to Iowa State  College  to  complete  work  for a Master's  De-
glee.   At present located in the District Forester's office at
Ogden, Ut;ah, in the capacity of Assistant RRange Examiner
for that district.
Loy, E. C.   After graduation he entered teaching work
for a time.    He is now employed as Draftsman in the city
Engineer's  office  at  omaha,  N6br.    Loy  passed  the  civil
Service exlamination land is now wai'ting for an appointment.
Address : 4516 N. 39th St., Omaha, Nebr.
|921
Avery, N. A.   Entered U. S. Forest Service at the com-
pletion of his  college  course.    At`present employed  in  gov-
emment   work   in   the   Colorado-Wyoming-South   Dakota
region.
Cormany,  C. P.   For a time employed as  salesman for
Weyerhauser Lumber Company of Chicago.    Later he  was
Assistant  to  the  District  Manager  of  that  company.    At
presenthe is Sales Manager and Buyer for the Frank Porter
Lumber  Company  of  CThicago.     Addresls:   1814  N.  Central
Park Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Fisk, V. C.   For one or two years after graduation was
employed by the  state Forester of Illinois on investigation
work.   He was later engaged in the lumber business at peca-
tonca, Ill.   At present he is instructor in the Botany Depart-
ment at Iowa State College.
Helm, H. I.   Since gr'aduation has been employed in the
U.  S.  Forest  Service  as  Assistant  Grazing  Exmaln,er.    At
Present  he  iS  located  at  District  Headquarters  at  ogden,
Utal1.
Ling, Wen Ming.    After completing an addit;ional year
at Iowa  State  College he  accepted  the position  as  superin-
tendent of the Industrial Mission at Pagoda Anchorage, Fo{+
chow, China.   At present he is professor of Forestry at can-
ton University, Canton, China.
Patrick, O. K.   Was employed by the Long-Bell Lumber
Company after graduation.   At prlesent in charge of creosot-lng work at on-e of the Long-Bell Lumber Company's plants
in Irouisiana.    Address: DeRidder, La.
Munson, H. F.   After graduation was employed as su-
perintendent of a creosoting plant in the east.    Later em-
played  in  Washington  State  by  the  weyerhauser  Lumber
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Company.   Was employed for a time as Assistant Professor
of Forestry at the Agricultural College, State College, Texas.
At present he is Assistant in the Division of Forest Protee-
tion, State Forestry Department, with headquarters at Luf-
kin, Texas.
1922
Eggers, W. C.   Has been employed with the Lens-Bell
Lumber Company at Shreveport, La., since graduation.   At
present is Superintendent of one of the creosoting plants of
that company.
Fennel, Robert E.   After graduation accepted a Gradu-
ate Fellowship in the Botany Department at Iowa State Col-
legs.    At  present  he  is  working  at  the  ohio  Experiment
Station.
Moravets,  A.  I.    Accepted  a  position  in  govemment
forestry work on completion of college course.  At present is
located at the District Headquarters at portland, ore.
Morris, R. D.   After graduation Morris entered grazing
work in the U. S. Forest Service.   At present he is chief of
Party,  Grazing  Reconnaissance  in  District  3,  with  head-
quarters at Albuquerque, N. M.
Pohle, E. W.   After graduation pohle accepted a Fellow-
ship in the Forestry Department of the university of cali-
fomia.   At present he is working for the Mendicino Lumber
Company in their head office at sam Francisco, Calif.
1923
Bogan,  A.  I.    After  completing  his  college  course  in
Forestry,  Bogan  accepted  a position  with  the  Des  Moines
Sawmill Co. at Des Moines, Iowa, where he is located at the
present time.
Dunn, Paul M._. Dunn accepted a teaching Fellowship in
the Forestry Department at Iowa State College immediately
after graduation.   At present he is ,editor of a newspaper at
Newton, Iowa.
Trenk, Fred B.   Accepted a position as Graduate Assist-
ant in the Botany Department of Iowa State College immedi-
ately  after  graduation.    At  plfeSent  he iS  Assistant  State
Forester of Maryland.
Watkins, E. W.   Accepted a Research Fellowship in the
Forestry  Department  of  Iowa  State  College  immediately
after graduation.    lThen last heard of, he was in Log An-
geles, Calif.
Prout,  C. W.    Prout completed his college work in De~
cember,  1923,  and  accepted  a  position  with  boysl  work  in
Chicago.   Later he was employed with a steel corporation at
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Virginia, Minn.   At present he is District Forester, Minne-
sota  St;ate  Forest  service,  with  headquarters  at  Eveleth,
Minn.    His  work  consists of forest planting,  reconailssance
and educational work.
1924
Martin, C. W.   Martin received his Master's Degree in
June,  1925.    He  accepted  a  position  in  the  university  of
Maine, Orono, Maine, as instructor in Botany and Entomol-
ogy.    "Chef"  was  married  shortly  after  graduation  exer-
cises in June.
Miller, AIlan F.   After graduation Miller was appointed
Junior.Forester on  the  shoshone  National  Forest at Cody,
Wyoming.   At present he is Junior Forester on the Medicine
Bow  National  Forest,  Laramie,  wyo.    Address:   Box  634,
Laramie, wyo.
Lough, wm. E.   At present Lough is employed with the
Sun  Lumber Company at ventura,  calif.    IJOugh  Seems  to
be well pleased with his work and anticipates a good future.
Address : 818 Meta St., Ventura, Calif.
Butter,  Frank.    After  graduation  Rutter  accepted  a
position with the Frank Porter Lumber company, chicago,
IIl.
1925
Nelson, DeWitt.    Entered the u.  s. F. S.  short;ly after
graduation.    At present is in the supervisor's office on the
Tahoe  National  Forest  in  Califomia  doing  flanything  and
everything."   In answer to the question,  ftMarried?J' Swede
states, {tNot yet.''    ttvThen?"    f{As s,oon as possible."
CorreII, Lynne M.    Correll accepetd a Teaching Fellow-
Ship  in  the  Forestry  Department  of  Iowa  State  CollegeImmediately after graduation.
Towne, Chas. A.   After graduation Towne entered the
U. S. F. S. and is at present a ranger on the Medicine Bow
National Forest, Laramie, Wyo.
HoweII,  Joseph  E.    Howell  is  at  present  employed  at
Placerville, califomia, where he has charge of the establish-
ment of a nursery for some investigative work.
Durell, Glenn.   Durell entered the united states Forest
Service shortly after graduation and is now District Ranger
on the Arkansas National Forest, Arkansas.
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